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ABSTRACT 
 I have discussed the Art, Architecture and literature of Jaipur city during 
the 18th century. We know Swai Jai Singh was a founder of Jaipur. He founded 
the city in November 1727. All round initiated development by its founder. 
Artists and architects from all parts of the country from Banaras, Gujrat, 
Maharashtra, Agra and Delhi consented on the planning and construction of the 
city resultantly a new city sprang up under his personal care. Though Jai 
Singh’s main passion was astronomy but his interest in constructional activity 
was remarkable. He appears to have imparted a new dimension to architecture 
his interest in building construction was remarkable. Before the foundation of 
the city, a palace was constructed in 1720 between November 1727 and 1729 
and a large number of buildings, temples houses, observatories, sarais and other 
building of public utility came up later. 
 A few planes of the Jaipur city at the time are prevented in the city 
palace. This map appears to be a progress report of buildings in the city. 
Apparently the construction of the private buildings was strictly controlled by 
the king. The record indicates that a person who was the minister of Sawai Jai 
Singh ministry named Vidhyadhar was the chief architect and engineer for the 
buildings both state and private.  
 I have discussed in Jaipur, the facades seem to have become as ornate as 
the interiors and sometimes, as in the case of the Hawa Mahal even more so. 
The Hawa Mahal, part of the city palace complex, is a familiar land mark and 
looks like a series of windows placed interiors to overlook the street below. 
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The façade pretty much characterizes it for on the inside, the building is no 
more than a series of corridors with windows overlooking the street. Its 
purpose was simply to allow the royal women a view of ceremonial 
processions while seated behind the small windows, allowing them to look out 
without themselves being seen. 
 Chandra Mahal is the part of city palace. It is a principal palace is a 
massive building of two storeys, from which a magnificient view is obtained of 
the surrounding hills, forts and extensive gardens. The ground and other floors 
of the palace comprise apartments richly decorated with floral designs with 
quaint and beautiful paintings adorned with mirrors and fitted in the most 
elegant style. The Hawa Mahal or “palace of the winds” is a remarkable 
structure of the saracenic order of architecture and has been finally described 
by Sir Edwin Arnold. 
Several primary and secondary sources have been used to construct the 
thesis. Sources of the later medieval period were also used such as, Pratap 
Prakas written by the Krishna Datt Kavi in Dhundhari language in 1795-1818.  
Mancharit was composed by Amritraj. The date of composition as given by 
him is the close of 29th “Jalausee San” (Regnal Year) 1642 v.s/1584 A.D. It 
was copied by Narottam Kavi during the time of Mirza Raja Jai Singh in 1697 
v.s/1640 A.D. 
 Kooramavilas was composed in mid 18th-19th century by Chand Kavi. It 
gives the history of the Kachhwah rulers. This work was started in 1854 
V.S/1797 A.D. The poet himself introduces this epic in the following manner: 
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rg vk;l dfo pan fn; dwjedqy voral 
dgkS lq }knl dksVM+h =siu frM+ jfooZlAA 
/kfj lqf/k ujkf/kifr ylr l;k uj banA 
dwje ifr dh gqdqe lqfu fru vf[ko dfo panAA 
laor uHk 'kf’k fuf/k egks flr if[k ek/kks eklA 
rft lq frfFk cq/kokj dgq dhuks xzaFk&izdklAA 
Manuscripts: Some manuscripts are collected by Jai Singh deal with religion 
and devotional philosophy.  
1. Ramanuijiya nitaya aradhanvidhi by Trimall  
2.  Bhavwatvivranam by devkinandan  
3.  Bhagwatdashrin skandh Tika Bhavprakash by Narsingh Acharya 
4.  Panchratra pramanaya vichraha by Nath Munidra  
5.  Gitgovindatika by Narayan Pandit  
6.  Raghupati Rahasya Pradeepika by Narayan Muhi  
7.  Chatianya bhagwatam by Nitayanand Das  
8.  Vishnu Bhakti Chandrya Dyaha by Narasingh Yamuni  
The district of Jaipur lies in the east of Rajasthan and in the Banas River basin 
and forms a part of eastern plains of Rajasthan. The region is drained by a 
number of seasonal rivers of which Banganga and Bandi are prominent. 
 In ancient and early medieval literature, the district is referred to as 
Dhoondhar and formed one of the four distinguishable politico-cultural regions 
of Eastern Rajasthan, along with Marwar, Mewat, Hadauti and Mewar. 
Dhoondhar region was roughly comprised of present districts of Jaipur, Dausa 
and Tonk.  
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Jaipur has a hot semi-arid climate receiving over 650 millimeters of 
rainfall annually but almost rains occur in the monsoon months between June 
and September. Temperatures remain relatively high throughout the year with 
the summer months of April to early July having average daily temperature of 
around 30oC. 
The Battle of Sambhar (October 1707 A.D.) both in the life of Sawai Jai 
Singh and the history of Rajasthan, was a landmark during the first decade of 
the eighteenth century. Ajit singh, Durga Das and the allied armies of Jai Singh 
defeated a large Mughal contingent of about 20,000 led by seven commanders. 
 In year 1709 Jai Singh and Ajit Singh were bound by matrimonial 
relationship. Jai Singh got appointed a subadar of Malwa in 1713 and was 
relieved from the subadari of Malwa in 1717 AD. Jai Singh was appointed to 
Malwa as its subadar for the third time in Sept. 1732. 
The important consideration in shifting his capital was defence. There 
was a site of the south of Amber had been at a greater distance from Delhi and 
prevented the expansion of the city in that direction. It was crystal clear that the 
outskirting hill ranges (Nahargarh hills) in the shape of a horseshoe would 
allow the new city to expand only in the south. Have this flat site of a basin like 
shape was chosen on the North west and east by hills it was an open plain 
bounded.  
The planning and its implementation proves his vision and also his 
administrative ability. It took him six or seven months to complete the main 
portions of the city. We can say that the most fruitful years of Jai Singh’s life 
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were from 1723 to 1729 and 1740 to 1743. During these years he remained 
mostly in Jaipur. Only after 1722-23 he devoted his time in the activities for 
which he is remembered. These activities can be divided into following four 
categories – 
(1) Planning and construction of his capital 
(2) Enlargement of his state and the establishment of leadership over other 
states of Rajasthan 
(3) Building of five astronomical observatories and study of astronomy. 
(4) Reforms in Vaishnavism in Northern India. 
 The royal court was shifted from Amber to the newly founded city. The 
court activities flourished and this attracted large numbers of musicians, poets 
and dancers. Under royal patronage music and literature developed. New music 
styles came into existence. Large number of literary works were produced on 
different subjects by scholars and other writers who flourished during this 
period. Thus by the end of the 18th century the new city was witnessing 
development in many sectors.   
A glance at the map of Jaipur shows that its shape is not that of any geometrical 
figure. It’s clear that the walled city of Jaipur does not correspond in any 
manner to the description of the Prastara plan. This city is actually divided into 
two portions by one long road running East to West from the Surajpole Gate to 
the Chandpole gate. On the south of these roads, there are five rectangular 
blocks of unequal shapes and sizes. On the North of this road there is one 
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square block having the city Palace and another block Purani Basti, its southern 
and eastern sides are straight roads but Northern and north western boundaries 
are irregular. 
 Originally as planned Jaipur was to have only four rectangular blocks 
namely those occupied today by (1) palace (2) Purani Basti, (3) Topkhana Desh 
and (4) block combining Modikhana and Visheshvaraji. No road was planned 
to divide these two last named blocks and when the present Chaura Rasta and 
the Tripolia gate were planned and built it is not quite clear. But clearly Chaura 
Rasta was not built like a bazar, just as the Johri Bazar has been today. There 
are about ten important temples facing chaura Rasta. 
 The area under chowkris, Ghat Darwaja, Topkhana Hazuri and 
Ramchandarji was left fully undeveloped in the beginning. The area was full of 
depressions sand dunes such parts had been included within the city limits by 
completing the city wall at a subsequent date. 
 In the planning of the city Vidyadhar’s contribution is not in the official 
records. The contemporaries believed it was he who had prepared its detailed 
design. Twelve years after the foundation of the city Girdhari when writing his 
Bhojansar mentions that Jai Singh instructed Vidyadhar to get a city founded 
here and further wished to get Jainiwas within this city as per his hidden wish 
and further instructed for many shops on a number of cross-roads with their 
backyards of the houses should meet together. 
 The description of the markets and the commercial activities of the 
merchants are described in the following lines: 
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pkSij dsd cktkj gS gkVSdbZ gtkjk 
nsl nsl ds djrs gS ;ksikjh R;kSgkjAA 
Four bazars were planned for the city later known as Johri Bazar, Sireh 
Deori bazar, Kishanpol bazar and Gangori bazar. As per the progress report 
given on the map 162 shops were built by the state on each side of these Bazars 
except 144 shops on the western side of the Kishanpole Bazar. The area 
occupied by 144 shops on one side of Kishanpole bazar was 16 bighas. The 
area occupied by the 162 shops was 18 bighas in all cases.  
Since the foundation of Jaipur, the population and prosperity of Jaipur 
have grown at a rapid pace. Rich merchants settled down here in the early years 
of its growth. The first recorded description of the city is given in “Girdharis” 
Bhojansar (1739) which was composed twelve years after the foundation of the 
city. With thousands of shops on the chopars, Jaipur had become a place of 
extensive business for traders from different places. 
Architectural features of the Bazaars are – use of chajjas (eves) resulting 
in strong horizontal lines, projecting vertical blocks on brackets, a modular 
system of arches filled with delicated latticed screens to cut direct sun and glare 
of reflected sun in the street. 
 The medieval towns of Rajasthan were of military, agrarian, mercantile 
or religious nature. The presence of a deity marked for the rulers abode and the 
rest of the city. Such a case as with the Ambikeshwar temple in the case of 
Amber and with Sawai Jai Singh in the case of Jaipur. 
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The surface water bodies – Talkatora, Jai Sagar, Man Sagar (Jal Mahal 
lake) and the Ramgarh lake were important features in the city plan. The 
artificial lakes were created in response to the natural topography. 
 To guarantee the water supply to the new city, Darbhawati river in the 
north was dammed to create the Jai Sagar and Mansagar (that later housed the 
Jal Mahal) lakes. Afterwards the Jhothwara river in the north-west had been 
diverted through the Amani Shah Nallah and a number of canals were 
channelized through Brahmpuri and Jai Niwas to supply water to the city. A 
unique water system of underground canals was specially devised. The square 
Central Tanks were located in the Badi chaupar and Choti chopar. In the centre 
of each chaupar, square enclosures with ornamental fountains were outlets for 
intense social use. Fountains were connected by underground aqueducts 
supplying numerous sources of drinking water at street level. In the mohallas 
the community wells catered the need of the people. 
Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh’s reign was the most glorious period in the 
history of Jaipur school of painting. The Mughal impact on the Jaipur wall 
paintings became prominent after accepting the Mughal sovereignty during the 
time of Bharmal.  
The theme was always inspired by Hindu mythological literature and 
also by Sanskrit epics. In fact, the style of painting in Jaipur evolved due to the 
mutual interaction of Mughal and Rajput styles reflects in the styles of wall 
paintings.  
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At some places the painters have depicted jewellery in such an 
embossed form that they appear to be almost realistic. Such characteristic are 
not found in any other style. The period of Maharaja Sawai Ishwari Singh was 
an age of the development of art. This period witnessed the development of 
painting together with architectural art. New experiments began to be made, 
real pearls emeralds and other gems are used as pieces of jewellery. Sahib 
Ram, an artist (chittara), emerged as a talented painter. He painted a portrait of 
Raja Ishwari Singh with the help of chandras which has been recognized as of 
high quality.        
During the reign of Sawai Madho Singh (1751–1761 AD) consistent 
political instability prevailed because of differences between Jats and Marathas, 
but still Sisodia Rani palace and Chandra Palace were adorned with frescoes. 
The traditional frescoes of Jaipur had reached the portals of havelis. The haveli 
of Paundarik deserves special notice. 
During this period, the themes relating to the Lilas of Radha Krishan, 
nayka-bheda, Rag-Ragini large sized portraits of Raja-Rani and many other 
paintings concerning Bhagwad-Puran, Durga-Saptshati were made. Jaipur 
paintings entered its second phase of development by a simplicity of 
composition and the delicate features of women under Jai Singh II (1693–1743 
A.D.), Ishwari Sigh (1743-1750 A.D.) and Madho Singh I (1750–1767 A.D.). 
A new facial formula for females was adopted a good deal in the paintings 
called the Rajput-Mughal painting.  
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In the Jaipur style, artist had infused a new conventional painting 
existence seized (life sized) portraits. Early pictures had certainly been drawn 
in a conventional style. Thousands of group-paintings portraits of the Jaipur 
style in which portraits of feudal lords and group painting of royal processions 
mehfil, utsav, colourful hunting scenes have been specially made. In this style 
men and women appear in proper proportion. 
The art of depiction of Jai Singh’s court consisted of a galaxy of at least 
fifty artists who not only painted portraits but also executed whole set of Rag 
Mala, Durga Path, Bhagwat Saligram, Ramsewak, Raja Ram, Daya Ram and 
many other court painters who worked on the frescoes, murals and miniatures. 
The art and style of painting at Jaipur began waning with the coming of 
foreigners. 
The school of Painting at Jaipur takes a new turn during the time of 
Sawai Sawai Pratap Singh. The frequent theme of paintings executed during his 
supremacy became the love episodes of Radha and Krishna, durbar scenes, 
Ragmala, illustrations to Bhagvata (1797) Durga Path (1799 A.D). 
During the Rajput period the building of palaces, schools, and colleges 
were aimed to provide security, residence and leisure for rajas, their women 
and court. The palaces of that period show the development of different 
architectural styles in great imaginative invention. The Rajputs were 
concentrated in the western and central part of northern India, which later 
covered by the region of Rajasthan and some parts of Madhya Pradesh. It may 
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not be denied that the architecture of their buildings is largely based on their 
cultural and traditional values. 
Under the patronage of the Rajputs rulers flourished Hindu traditions, 
the Rajput school of architecture is only manifestation of it. In the process of 
advancement of Indo-Islamic architecture the Mughal architecture is one phase. 
Since both the school flourished simultaneously, both the styles had common 
feature but they are different in more ways. Both the schools used the trabeate 
and accurate execution of the techniques of construction thus there was a 
confluence and convergence of the two diverse traditions and cultures. 
Hindu traditions influenced almost all the buildings of the Mughal 
period. The details and forms have been borrowed from the Rajput palaces as 
in Fatehpur Sikri. The Mughals borrowed the corbel capitals, small brackets, 
chajja and other details from the traditional style. The Mughal influence on the 
architecture of Rajput palaces is also quite evident. The Diwan-i-Aam of the 
city palace of Jaipur perfectly tunes with the Mughal traditions. 
The Mughals adopted the Islamic forms for decoration with refinement 
and elegance by using semi-precious stone. The Rajputs depended more on the 
local folk traditions with more dramatic and picturesque effects. The Mughal 
palaces consist of a number of separate buildings divided by platforms and 
gardens. But the Rajput palaces consist of single continuous mass of 
fortification. The city palace Jaipur is an exception, being influenced by the 
Mughal planning. The Mughal palaces, unlike the Rajput palaces, are not part 
of the fortified walls around but are detached from them. The Palaces at Agra 
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are also exceptions which were influenced by the Rajput style. The Rajput and 
the Mughal schools developed side by side with mutual adjustments. Thus the 
Mughal and the Rajput styles are associated with the architectural techniques 
patronized by the Mughals and Rajputs to suit their tastes and requirements. 
 To allot Havelies was within the power of Maharaja himself only. 
Maharaja Man Singh II founded all the ancient buildings (Havelies) in 18th 
century. We can find some Havelies still in coordination as earlier Choti RANI 
Ji ka  Nohara . It is called (Puran Singh Ji Ki Haveli). Saras Haveli, Khawas ji 
ki haveli etc. All of these are situated at Chotti Chopar and at Bari Chopar.  
 Maharaja Man Singh had Raja Udai Singh as his legal advisor. This 
Haveli was allotted to Raja Udai Singh by Maharaja Man Singh. As per the 
plan it is a seven Chowk Haveli which  has been divided now. 
According to Jaipur state Ka Itihas–Sawai Jai Singh got many temples and 
buildings constructed. About the temples construction by this ruler few lines 
are follows- 
^^eafnj vusd tgka xkS.;a nso xksihukFk 
f'ko: xus'k: fnusl ds fnokys gSA 
nsoh no f"k;r xag xsg Hkkyfjlq ?kaVA 
HkkfHknaqnfHk ds uknuh ds pkys gS 
Ckih Qwi ckx ekulkxj lqiwj Hkjs ujh 
pyh vkoS uk;S p<S uj ukys gSA ¼195½^^ 
 After the twelve years of the foundation of the city of Jaipur and four 
years before the death of Jai Singh Girdhari mentions two important Vaishnava 
temples those of Plate. 
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Most of the temples of Jaipur are dedicated to either Lord Krishna in his 
Vrindavan Leela form or to Ram Chandra. Thus Jaipur is sacred city for both 
the followers of Rambhakti and the Krishnabhakti of Vaishnavism. 
 He had done many ‘yagyas’, one such yagya he did at Amber in 1708 
and the other he had done in 1735 after the establishment of Jaipur. 
;K djSa f}t izkrfgrS QqfucSn i<s+ v: vkSj i<+koSA 
lqHkzr lkf/kd gS lc /keZ v/keZ dh ckr nwfj ulkoSA 
?kj gh ?kjekaM dFkk Mqfu;sjiqjku vBkjg:a lcxkoSA 
jktf/kjkt clk;kS lqtSiqj tStStS gfjuko lqukoS ¼202½ 
 The Brahamanas engage themselves in yajnas from early dawn. They 
study the Vedas and teach them to others. Everybody looks to his own religion 
and all evil deeds are set aside. In every house Katha is being performed. They 
all sing the 18 Puranas, Rajadhiraj founded this city of Jaipur when all the 
people are praising God and sing his greatness. 
Mancharit is divided into two parts, the first of which was composed by 
Amritraj in the later half of 1642 V.S. It was copied in 1670 V.S. by Narottam 
kavi during the time of Mirza Raja Jai Singh.  
 Buddhi Vilasa was written in 1770 V.S. by Bakhat Ram Shah. It 
contains a description of the contemporary Jaipur city.  Bhojansar was written 
by Girdhari. He was a poet in the time of Sawai Jai Singh. He wrote this book 
in 1739. This book written after 12 years for the foundation of Jaipur city.  
Makaranad Jyoti was written by Tularam for Sawai Jai Singh in 1763 
V.S/1706 A.D. 
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According to the author, it is an Arabic work (Majisti) rendered into 
Sanskrit at the initiation of Shri Jayasimha. The purpose of its translation into 
Sanskrit was to provide benefit for the Mathematicians. The work was 
completed in 1785 v.s/1728/A.D. Ukara-granthah by Nayanasukhopadhyaya 
written in 1786 v.s - 1729 A.D. 
Manuscript:- Some manuscripts belong to the period of Sawai Jai Singh II an 
important group of which deals with religion and devotional philosophy is 
enumerated as follows : 
1. Ramanuijiya nitya aradhanvidhi by Trimall. 
2. Bhagvatvivranam by Devkinandan  
3. Bhagvat dashmskandh tika Bhavprakashika by Narsingh Acharya.  
4. Panchratrapramanya vicharaha by Nath Munindra  
5. Geetgovinda Tika by Narayan Pandit.  
6. Raghupati Rahasya Pradeepika by Narayan Muni  
7. Chatanya Bhagvatam by Nityanand Das  
8. Vishnu Bhakti Chandrodaya by Narasimharanyamuni 
9. Krishnashtakam by Pitambar Goswami  
10. Guruparampara by Vrindavan Goswami Nimbarkiya.  
11. Ramanujiyasidhantadeephah  
12. Gitgovind Tika by Srikhath Brahmasutrabhashyavritti by Shri Krishna 
Sharma.  
Further, he describes the qualities of the poets who adorned Jai Singh’s 
Court. The several types of knowledge, the wisest types and came from several 
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countries those poets with their several types of poems, with several types of 
their best types of words, with several type of elements, with several types of 
the best figures of speech, with several forms with all types of collections with 
the figure of hyperboles with soft words with the allegorical, with hard 
meanings about elephants- horses-provisos of the group of army-infantry with 
speed, with gold collected styles and self added with great qualities of staries 
¼ljk;jl½ added with the best type of words with the sweetest words about of 
pensive army as with coconut style like that rule of heartened composition, like 
that parsing you and seeing you for the first time like the drops of nectar ¼ve`r 
lq/kk½ those several poets with a group like the flowers of lotus like its group and 
making you appear, you as the very dear as you are detecting the all the 
darkness of the minds, you as a moon, your heartful for-arising your all 
qualities. 
t;flag izdk'k’kon 'kkluez by l[kkjke 
uRok xq:inkEHkksts Le`Rok Le`Rok p r}p% 
l[kkjkes.k fonq’kk fØ;rs “kCn”kklue~AA 
Sawai Jai Singh (II) (1699-1743 A.D) was endowed with many 
extraordinary good qualities that developed his career as a statesman, 
administrator, reformer and a man of Sciences.  
 When Sawai Jai Singh became the Raja of Amber, the first thing, he did 
was to put Kushala Singh into prison. It appears that Jai Singh had an aptitude 
for Jyotis'a from the very beginning. Two manuscripts of HkkLorh and okjkgh lafgrk 
were written for him in 1785 V.S (when he was only thirteen). Another 
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important group of manuscripts collected by Jai Singh deals with religion and 
devotional philosophy.  
 Along with his studies in science and ritual literature Sawai Jai Singh II 
developed his interest in the four principal Vaisnavaite schools of devotion viz. 
Nimbarka, Madhva, Vallabha and Ramanujiya - all devoted to the incarnations 
of Visnu. 
Sawai Jai Singh III (1818-1835 A.D) only important work which was 
written during this period was “Jayavams'a Mahakavya” by Sitarama 
Parvanikara in Sanskrit.   
 Sawai Ram Singh II (1835-1800 A.D) was the last ruler of eighteenth 
century. Ram Singh's contribution to this collection is the most valuable and 
the largest. He was very much interested in Sanskrit learning in almost all its 
branches.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 This line occurs in Bhojansara written by Girdhari in 1739. A section of 
the poem is rendered in Hindi and English in A.K. Roy, History of the Jaipur 
city.1  
  vFk lokbZ tSiqj clk;ks rkdkS o.kZu  AA nksgk AA 
 iqjkdjs cgq gj"k dfj euefgeksn c<+k; 
 fo|k/kj lkS cksfy dfg lgjlq ,d clk; AA182AA 
 tSfuokl ;k lgjef/k vkoS ;gS fopkfj 
 pkSifj ds: ctkj cgq ?kfj fiNokjS lkfj AA183AA 
  vFk tSfuokl o.kZu AAnksgkAA 
 eqdr egy jktfg egy ckny egy lqtkfu 
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 f'ko: xus'k: fnusl ds fnokys gSA 
 nsoh nso f"k;r xsg xsg >kyfjlq ?kaVk 
 HkkfHknqanfHk ds uknuh ds pkys gS 
 Ckih dwi ckx ekulkxj lqiwj Hkjs unh 
 pyh vkoS ukoSa p<Sa uj ukys gSa  AA195AA 
AAnksgkAA 
 pkSij ds: ctkj gS gkVSadbZ gtkj 
 nsl nsl ds djrs gSa O;ksikjh O;kSgkj AA196AA 
 
According to Joseph Tieffenthaler who visited Jaipur not long after its 
completion.2 Furthermore Roys argues that a plan of Jaipur (kept in the Sawai 
Man Singh II Museum Jaipur) which is dated 1725 on the back is not a design 
1 . A.K. Roy, History of the Jaipur City, (New Delhi, 1978), Appendix VII, pp. 233-5.  
2 . Joseph Tieffenthular Geographie de I’Industan transl.Jean Bernoulli Description Historique etc. 
Geographique de I’Industan, vol. 3 (Berlin 1786), pp. 315. 
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drawing but a progress report and so concludes that building had begun by 
1725 and that the date Nov. 1727 marks the official foundation ceremony.3 
 Another account of the theory that the city was changed from cream to 
pink is given by Michael Carapetion Jaipur.  The Pink city – the architectural 
review (LXXII) No. 1027 (Sept. 1982) Carapetion writes – An alternative view 
is that the city was originally painted light cream but later in order to reduce the 
glare, Jai Singh’s successor Man Singh II experimented by painting parts of the 
city in different colours, finally choosing pink for the whole city. This account 
is inaccurate, Man Singh II ruled from 1922 to 1949. Ram Singh II (1835-80) 
in 1868 but the colour pink was not then finally chosen but rather restored after 
the experiment.  
 Vidhyadhar is referred to by name is Girdhari’s Bhojansara.4 Rajendra 
Pol was built during the reign of Raja Ram Singh II (1835-80). The Mubarak 
Mahal was built as a guest house by Lala Chiman Lac c. 1890 with some 
degree of assistance from Jacob. It New houses the Maharaja Sawai Man Singh 
II Museum. 
 I have discussed the Art, Architecture and literature of Jaipur city during 
the 18th century. We know Swai Jai Singh was a founder of Jaipur. He founded 
the city in November 1727. All round initiated development by its founder. 
Artists and architects from all parts of the country from Banaras, Gujrat, 
Maharashtra, Agra and Delhi consented on the planning and construction of the 
3 . A.K. Roy, Town Planning in Jaipur: Cultural Heritage of Jaipur, (ed) Jai Narayan Ashopa 
(Jaipur, 1982), pp. 43-7, 46. 
4 . A.K. Roy, op.cit. 
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city resultantly a new city sprang up under his personal care. Though Jai 
Singh’s main passion was astronomy but his interest in constructional activity 
was remarkable. He appears to have imparted a new dimension to architecture 
his interest in building construction was remarkable. Before the foundation of 
the city, a palace was constructed in 1720 between November 1727 and 1729 
and a large number of buildings, temples houses, observatories, sarais and other 
building of public utility came up later. 
 A few planes of the Jaipur city at the time are prevented in the city 
palace. This map appears to be a progress report of buildings in the city. 
Apparently the construction of the private buildings was strictly controlled by 
the king. The record indicates that a person who was the minister of Sawai Jai 
Singh ministry named Vidhyadhar was the chief architect and engineer for the 
buildings both state and private.  
 I have discussed in Jaipur, the facades seem to have become as ornate as 
the interiors and sometimes, as in the case of the Hawa Mahal even more so. 
The Hawa Mahal, part of the city palace complex, is a familiar land mark and 
looks like a series of windows placed interiors to overlook the street below. 
The façade pretty much characterizes it for on the inside, the building is no 
more than a series of corridors with windows overlooking the street. Its 
purpose was simply to allow the royal women a view of ceremonial 
processions while seated behind the small windows, allowing them to look out 
without themselves being seen. 
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 Chandra Mahal is the part of city palace. It is a principal palace is a 
massive building of two storeys, from which a magnificient view is obtained of 
the surrounding hills, forts and extensive gardens. The ground and other floors 
of the palace comprise apartments richly decorated with floral designs with 
quaint and beautiful paintings adorned with mirrors and fitted in the most 
elegant style. The Hawa Mahal or “palace of the winds” is a remarkable 
structure of the saracenic order of architecture and has been finally described 
by Sir Edwin Arnold. 
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 
This thesis proposed to study the following aspects and questions: 
1.  Brief history of Kachhwah State till 1800  
2. The Kachhwah state under Jai Singh . 
3.  Causes behind the foundation of the city  
4. Various activities under Jai Singh   
Several primary and secondary sources have been used to construct the 
thesis. Sources of the later medieval period were also used such as, Pratap 
Prakas written by the Krishna Datt Kavi in Dhundhari language in 1795-1818.  
Mancharit was composed by Amritraj. The date of composition as given by 
him is the close of 29th “Jalausee San” (Regnal Year) 1642 v.s/1584 A.D. It 
was copied by Narottam Kavi during the time of Mirza Raja Jai Singh in 1697 
v.s/1640 A.D. 
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 Kooramavilas was composed in mid 18th-19th century by Chand Kavi. It 
gives the history of the Kachhwah rulers. This work was started in 1854 
V.S/1797 A.D. The poet himself introduces this epic in the following manner 
rg vk;l dfo pan fn; dwjedqy voral 
dgkS lq }knl dksVM+h =siu frM+ jfooZlAA 
/kfj lqf/k ujkf/kifr ylr l;k uj banA 
dwje ifr dh gqdqe lqfu fru vf[ko dfo panAA 
laor uHk 'kf’k fuf/k egks flr if[k ek/kks eklA 
rft lq frfFk cq/kokj dgq dhuks xzaFk&izdklAA 
Samarat Sidhanta was composed by Jagannatha Samrat. It is an Arabic but 
rendered into Sanskrit by majestic for the satisfaction of Shri Jayasimla and the 
benefit of the Mathematicians. The work was completed in 1728V.S./1785 
A.D. 
The famous epic Sisupal Vadha is one of the most celebrated classics of 
Sanskrit poetry occupying the highest rank in the history of Sanskrit literature. 
Besides these, there are other sources preserved in the libraries.  
Manuscripts: Some manuscripts are collected by Jai Singh deal with religion 
and devotional philosophy.  
1. Ramanuijiya nitaya aradhanvidhi by Trimall  
2.  Bhavwatvivranam by devkinandan  
3.  Bhagwatdashrin skandh Tika Bhavprakash by Narsingh Acharya 
4.  Panchratra pramanaya vichraha by Nath Munidra  
5.  Gitgovindatika by Narayan Pandit  
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6.  Raghupati Rahasya Pradeepika by Narayan Muhi  
7.  Chatianya bhagwatam by Nitayanand Das  
8.  Vishnu Bhakti Chandrya Dyaha by Narasingh Yamuni  
Thus an attempt has been made in the following pages to present a true 
picture of  Royal palaces, private buildings ,public buildings and the temples of 
Radha and Krishna. Due caution however, has been taken not to leave out 
anything of real importance. In the present thesis, care has been taken to utilize 
all the original source within our reach. Their relative importance has been 
taken into full consideration. This thesis is divided into six chapter. 
Chapter-1 
History of Jaipur city 
Sawai Jai Singh II was the founder of Jaipur city which became the capital 
of the Kachhwahas. The Dhundhar was the capital of the Kachhawaha, Amber 
and finally Jaipur.  
Geography of the city : This chapter traces the geography and political history 
of Kachhwahas. I have discussed about the earlier life of Sawai Jai Singh. 
Chapter-2 
Town planning and its expansion 
 This chapter deals with the town planning, water source and victory 
tower. 
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Chapter-3 
I have discussed the various paintings of Radha and Krishna and others. 
The patronage given by Sawai Jai Sing and other rulers.  
Chapter-4 
In this chapter, architectural styles of royal palaces, private and public 
buildings are discussed. The architecture of the palaces such as Diwan-i-Aam, 
Diwan-i-Khas, Jantar-Mantar and City Palace are elaborately discussed. 
Chapter-5 
In this chapter, houses of nobles, temples and the havelis of Khawas ji, Raja 
Uday Singh ji, Choti Rani ka Nohara, Saras Haveli, Puran Singh ji, Govind 
Dev ji temple and Kalki ji temple. Govind Dev ji temple is situated behind at 
City Palace and Kalki ji temple is situated opposite to the Hawa Mahal. 
Chapter -6 
An attempt has been made in this chapter to study the manuscripts 
composed in the period of Sawai Jai Singh, Sawai Pratap Singh, Sawai Madho 
Singh and Sawai Ishwari Singh. Some of the manuscripts collected by Sawai 
Jai Singh deals with religion and devotional philosophy.  
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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
 This line occurs in Bhojansara written by Girdhari in 1739. A section of 
the poem is rendered in Hindi and English in A.K. Roy, History of the Jaipur 
city.1  
  vFk lokbZ tSiqj clk;ks rkdkS o.kZu  AA nksgk AA 
 iqjkdjs cgq gj"k dfj euefgeksn c<+k; 
 fo|k/kj lkS cksfy dfg lgjlq ,d clk; AA182AA 
 tSfuokl ;k lgjef/k vkoS ;gS fopkfj 
 pkSifj ds: ctkj cgq ?kfj fiNokjS lkfj AA183AA 
  vFk tSfuokl o.kZu AAnksgkAA 
 eqdr egy jktfg egy ckny egy lqtkfu 
 flnjk vkSj geke lqfu cqjft jlksbZ Bkfu AA184AA 
 cM+h cM+h ugjS tgka gkSn rMkxfg nsf"k 
 Hkj Qagfj ufyu rS dqaMk pknfj isf"k AA185AA 
dfork %  
 eafnj vusd tgka xkSO;a nso xksihukFk 
 f'ko: xus'k: fnusl ds fnokys gSA 
 nsoh nso f"k;r xsg xsg >kyfjlq ?kaVk 
 HkkfHknqanfHk ds uknuh ds pkys gS 
 Ckih dwi ckx ekulkxj lqiwj Hkjs unh 
 pyh vkoS ukoSa p<Sa uj ukys gSa  AA195AA 
AAnksgkAA 
 pkSij ds: ctkj gS gkVSadbZ gtkj 
 nsl nsl ds djrs gSa O;ksikjh O;kSgkj AA196AA 
 
According to Joseph Tieffenthaler who visited Jaipur not long after its 
completion.2 Furthermore Roys argues that a plan of Jaipur (kept in the Sawai 
Man Singh II Museum Jaipur) which is dated 1725 on the back is not a design 
1 . A.K. Roy, History of the Jaipur City, (New Delhi, 1978), Appendix VII, pp. 233-5.  
2 . Joseph Tieffenthular Geographie de I’Industan transl.Jean Bernoulli Description Historique etc. 
Geographique de I’Industan, vol. 3 (Berlin 1786), pp. 315. 
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drawing but a progress report and so concludes that building had begun by 
1725 and that the date Nov. 1727 marks the official foundation ceremony.3 
 Another account of the theory that the city was changed from cream to 
pink is given by Michael Carapetion Jaipur.  The Pink city – the architectural 
review (LXXII) No. 1027 (Sept. 1982) Carapetion writes – An alternative view 
is that the city was originally painted light cream but later in order to reduce the 
glare, Jai Singh’s successor Man Singh II experimented by painting parts of the 
city in different colours, finally choosing pink for the whole city. This account 
is inaccurate, Man Singh II ruled from 1922 to 1949. Ram Singh II (1835-80) 
in 1868 but the colour pink was not then finally chosen but rather restored after 
the experiment.  
 Vidhyadhar is referred to by name is Girdhari’s Bhojansara.4 Rajendra 
Pol was built during the reign of Raja Ram Singh II (1835-80). The Mubarak 
Mahal was built as a guest house by Lala Chiman Lac c. 1890 with some 
degree of assistance from Jacob. It New houses the Maharaja Sawai Man Singh 
II Museum. 
 I have discussed the Art, Architecture and literature of Jaipur city during 
the 18th century. We know Swai Jai Singh was a founder of Jaipur. He founded 
the city in November 1727. All round initiated development by its founder. 
Artists and architects from all parts of the country from Banaras, Gujrat, 
Maharashtra, Agra and Delhi consented on the planning and construction of the 
3 . A.K. Roy, Town Planning in Jaipur: Cultural Heritage of Jaipur, (ed) Jai Narayan Ashopa 
(Jaipur, 1982), pp. 43-7, 46. 
4 . A.K. Roy, op.cit. 
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city resultantly a new city sprang up under his personal care. Though Jai 
Singh’s main passion was astronomy but his interest in constructional activity 
was remarkable. He appears to have imparted a new dimension to architecture 
his interest in building construction was remarkable. Before the foundation of 
the city, a palace was constructed in 1720 between November 1727 and 1729 
and a large number of buildings, temples houses, observatories, sarais and other 
building of public utility came up later. 
 A few planes of the Jaipur city at the time are prevented in the city 
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the king. The record indicates that a person who was the minister of Sawai Jai 
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buildings both state and private.  
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rendered into Sanskrit by majestic for the satisfaction of Shri Jayasimla and the 
benefit of the Mathematicians. The work was completed in 1728V.S./1785 
A.D. 
The famous epic Sisupal Vadha is one of the most celebrated classics of 
Sanskrit poetry occupying the highest rank in the history of Sanskrit literature. 
Besides these, there are other sources preserved in the libraries.  
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6.  Raghupati Rahasya Pradeepika by Narayan Muhi  
7.  Chatianya bhagwatam by Nitayanand Das  
8.  Vishnu Bhakti Chandrya Dyaha by Narasingh Yamuni  
Thus an attempt has been made in the following pages to present a true 
picture of  Royal palaces, private buildings ,public buildings and the temples of 
Radha and Krishna. Due caution however, has been taken not to leave out 
anything of real importance. In the present thesis, care has been taken to utilize 
all the original source within our reach. Their relative importance has been 
taken into full consideration. This thesis is divided into six chapter. 
Chapter-1 
History of Jaipur city 
Sawai Jai Singh II was the founder of Jaipur city which became the capital 
of the Kachhwahas. The Dhundhar was the capital of the Kachhawaha, Amber 
and finally Jaipur.  
Geography of the city : This chapter traces the geography and political history 
of Kachhwahas. I have discussed about the earlier life of Sawai Jai Singh. 
Chapter-2 
Town planning and its expansion 
 This chapter deals with the town planning, water source and victory 
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Chapter-3 
I have discussed the various paintings of Radha and Krishna and others. 
The patronage given by Sawai Jai Sing and other rulers.  
Chapter-4 
In this chapter, architectural styles of royal palaces, private and public 
buildings are discussed. The architecture of the palaces such as Diwan-i-Aam, 
Diwan-i-Khas, Jantar-Mantar and City Palace are elaborately discussed. 
Chapter-5 
In this chapter, houses of nobles, temples and the havelis of Khawas ji, Raja 
Uday Singh ji, Choti Rani ka Nohara, Saras Haveli, Puran Singh ji, Govind 
Dev ji temple and Kalki ji temple. Govind Dev ji temple is situated behind at 
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composed in the period of Sawai Jai Singh, Sawai Pratap Singh, Sawai Madho 
Singh and Sawai Ishwari Singh. Some of the manuscripts collected by Sawai 
Jai Singh deals with religion and devotional philosophy.  
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CHAPTER – I  
GEOGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CITY 
 The district of Jaipur lies in the east of Rajasthan and in the Banas River 
basin and forms a part of eastern plains of Rajasthan. The region is drained by a 
number of seasonal rivers of which Banganga and Bandi are prominent.1 
 In ancient and early medieval literature, the district is referred to as 
Dhoondhar and formed one of the four distinguishable politico-cultural regions 
of Eastern Rajasthan, along with Marwar, Mewat, Hadauti and Mewar. 
Dhoondhar region was roughly comprised of present districts of Jaipur, Dausa 
and Tonk. It is surrounded in the north by the district of Sikar and 
Mahendragarh (Haryana state), in the south by Tonk, in the east by Alwar, 
Dausa, Sawai Madhopur and in the west by Nagaur and Ajmer districts. The 
Aravali hills, surround eastern and northern part of the Jaipur district. 
Banganga and Sabi are important rivers. Ramgarh dam on Banganga river is 
there to provide drinking water to the old city. Sambhar lake is a single natural 
lake having the largest source of good quality salt in India.2 
Climate 
 Jaipur has a hot semi-arid climate receiving over 650 millimeters of 
rainfall annually but almost rains occur in the monsoon months between June 
and September. Temperatures remain relatively high throughout the year with 
1 . J.N. Sarkar, A History of Jaipur, Orient Longman Limited, 1984, p.2 
2 V.S. Bhargava, Marwar and the Mughal Emperors, Munshi Ram Manohar Lal, Delhi, 1966, p. 
148. 
                                                          
the summer months of April to early July having average daily temperature of 
around 30oC.3 
Origin of Jaipur State. Dhola Rae : 
 A case of simple usurpation originated the Kachhwaha State of Amber; 
but it would be contrary to precedent if this event were untinged with romance. 
As the episode, while it does not violate probability, illustrates the condition of 
the aboriginal tribes, we do not exclude the tradition. On the death of Sora 
Singh, prince of Narwar, his brother usurped the government, depriving the 
infant, Dhola Rae, of his inheritance. His mother, clothing herself in mean 
apparel, put the infant in a basket, which she placed on her head, and travelled 
westward until she reached the town of Khoganw than inhabited by the Minas. 
 Dhola, subsequently married the daughter of the prince of Ajmer, whose 
name was Maroni. Returning on one occasion with her from visiting the shrine 
of Jamwahi Mata, the whole force of the Minas of that region assembled, to the 
number of eleven thousand, to oppose his passage through their country. Dhola 
gave them battle, but after slaying vast numbers of his foes, he was himself 
killed and his followers fled from the battlefield. Maroni escaped and bore a 
posthumous child, who was named Kankhal, and who later conquered the 
country of Dhundhar. His son, Maidar Rao, conquered Amber from the 
Susawat Minas, the residence of their chief, named Bhato, who had the title of 
Rao and was head of the Mina confederation. He also subdued the Nandea 
Minas and added the district of Gathur Ghati to his territory. 
3 G.N. Bahura, Literary Heritage of the rulers of Ajmer and Jaipur, City Place of Jaipur, 1976, 
p.5. 
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I. Brief History of the Kachhwah State Till 1800 
 The Kachhwahas trace their descent through the solar dynasty to Kush 
one of the two sons of Lord Rama, the famous king of Ayodhya and the hero of 
the epic Ramayana. As per the local tradition and popular bardic chronicles 
Dulha/ Dhola Rai (whose reign is accepted as being from 1006-1036 AD by 
most historians) the first ruler of this clan, laid the foundation Dhoondhar 
kingdom in 967 AD and made Dausa as his capital. Kakil Dev (1036-1038) 
who succeeded his father in 1036 A.D., seized Amber from Meenas, built the 
Amber fort and the temple of Ambikeshwar Mahadev, one of Amber’s earliest 
extant monuments. The capital of Dhoondhar was shifted from Dausa to Amber 
between 1179 and 1216 AD.4 The kachhwahs were ruling over a small 
principality till the beginning of the sixteenth century and were continuously 
involved in the disputes with their clan brothers and thus they were not able to 
control their clan members. Hence, their state was crisis ridden. The fortunes 
smiled upon them with the establishment of the matrimonial alliance with the 
Mughal emperor Akbar in 1562 and thus they got entry into the Mughal court 
and received respectable mansabs. With this power bracing, they successfully 
suppressed their recalcitrant opponents and were able to establish their 
dominance.5 By the 17th century the Kachhwahas became known for political 
clout and importance in the Mughal administration. Raja Man Singh (1590-
4 J.N. Sarkar, History of Jaipur, opcit., p. 20 
5 Jaipur state ka itihas, original document preserved in State Archive of Bikaner, Bikaner. 
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1614) and Mirza Raja Jai Singh (1622-1667) contributed to the financial and 
cultural wealth of Dhoondhar through political alliance with the Mughals.6 
History of the Kachhwah state under Jai Singh  
 The Battle of Sambhar (October 1707 A.D.) both in the life of Sawai Jai 
Singh and the history of Rajasthan, was a landmark during the first decade of 
the eighteenth century. Ajit singh, Durga Das and the allied armies of Jai Singh 
defeated a large Mughal contingent of about 20,000 led by seven commanders.7 
 In year 1709 Jai Singh and Ajit Singh were bound by matrimonial 
relationship.8 Jai Singh got appointed a subadar of Malwa in 1713 and was 
relieved from the subadari of Malwa in 1717 AD9. Jai Singh was appointed to 
Malwa as its subadar for the third time in Sept. 1732.10 
 Sawai Jai Singh’s appointment against the Jats in Sept. 1715 was 
significant because the rise of the Jat power on the borders of his hereditary 
kingdom was a cause of great anxiety to him. Hence, Jai Singh’s request to 
bestow Bundi on Budh Singh was granted  by the emperor. As the district of 
Mathura was the field of Churaman’s operation was not very far from Amber. 
Sawai Jai Singh agreed to undertake campaign against the Jat leader.11 
6 . J.N. Sarkar, History of Jaipur, opcit., p 20.  
7 .  V.S. Bhargav-Rise of the Kachhawa in Dhundar (Jaipur) from the earliest times to the death of 
Sawai Jai Singh II, Manik Chopar for Shabad Sanchar Ajmer, 1979, p. 69. 
8 . Ibid., p. 83. 
9 . Ajit Singh’s Khyat in Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur f. 431-437, Sawai Jai Singh’s letter to 
Chatrasal dated 16th Oct. 1708 preserved in Khatut Maharaja (No. 507) at State Archives of 
Bikaner Appendix III. 
10 . V.S. Bhargava, op.cit., p. 101. 
11 . Report on the administration of Jaipur for Samvat, 2003 
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 Sawai Jai Singh rose to eminence during the weak reign of the 
successors of Aurangzeb when central authority became ineffective. He got an 
opportunity to spread his diplomatic net throughout Rajasthan. After the 
downfall of Saiyyid brothers, he became the leading noble of the Mughal 
Empire. He acted as a wise mansabdar and mediator between the Mughal 
Emperor, the Rajput states and Marathas. 
 The Rajput rulers of Rajasthan framed and executed their policies in 
consulation with him, though the province of Rajasthan did not belong to him, 
his domination over the region continued till his death. Sawai Jai Singh’s 
spectacular rise to power was due to the decline of the authority of the Mughal 
Emperor resulting gradual but rapid downfall of the Mughal Empire during the 
first half of the 18th century.12 
Reasons for Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh’s shifting his capital from Amber 
to Jaipur 
Military Reasons 
 The important consideration in shifting his capital was defence. There 
was a site of the south of Amber had been at a greater distance from Delhi and 
prevented the expansion of the city in that direction. It was crystal clear that the 
outskirting hill ranges (Nahargarh hills) in the shape of a horseshoe would 
allow the new city to expand only in the south. Have this flat site of a basin like 
12 . S.C. Gupta, Raja Jai Singh’s Contribution to Imperial Politics, Indian History Congress, Delhi, 
1948, It is proceeding, p. 184. 
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shape was chosen on the North west and east by hills it was an open plain 
bounded.  
 Earlier Rajput capitals were established in the hills and hence moving 
capital to the plains was an example of Sawai Jai Singh’s boldness.13 
 The rocky terrain of Amber restricted expansion. Jaipur had all the 
potentialities of developing into city with proper drinking water because of a 
perennial stream nearby and its rugged hills guaranteed the supply of building 
material required in the times to come.14 
Two significant facts responsible for the origin of the city and its 
subsequent layout. Firstly, the need of a new capital and secondly Amber built 
on a hill was getting congested. 
 Sawai Jai Singh’s vision of the new capital was at par with Mughal 
cities. He desired to make Jaipur as a trade and commerce hub for the region.15 
II. Causes behind the foundation of the city  
 The founder of the new city was Sawai Jai Singh and it was named after 
him as Jaipur. When he became the ruler, Amber was a small state of 
Rajasthan. Amber, Dausa and Baswa were the only three parganas having total 
area between 5,000 and 7,500 square kms. By the time of his death, Amber had 
13 . Bhakat Ram, ed. P. Pathak, Budhivilas Mahalkavya, Oriental Research Institution, Jodhpur, 
1964, p.100. 
14 . Ram Prkash Gahalot, Jaipur Darshan, Nagar Vikas Nyaya Parisar, J.L.N. Marg, Jaipur, 1978,  
p. 4. 
15 . A.K. Roy, History of the Jaipur City, Op.cit.,  pp. 39-40. 
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developed to a large state comprising of modern districts such as Jaipur, Sawai 
Madhopur, Sikar, Tonk, Alwar, Jhunjhnu and a part of Bharatpur.16 
 Girdhari has composed following lines about the establishment of 
Jaipur:  
 vFk lokbZ t;iqj calk;kS rkadks o.kZu 
 iqjkdjs cgq gj"k dfj euefgeksn c<+k; 
 fo|k/kj lkS cksfy dsafg eagjlq ,d clkjkA ¼182½ 
Sawai Jai Singh laid out many streets in the new city of Jaipur, and thus 
enhanced the joy of heart. He said to Vidyadhara that a city should be founded 
here.17 
  The planning and its implementation prove his vision and also his 
administrative ability. It took him six or seven months to complete the main 
portions of the city. We can say that the most fruitful years of Jai Singh’s life 
were from 1723 to 1729 and 1740 to 1743. During these years he remained 
mostly in Jaipur. Only after 1722-23 he devoted his time in the activities for 
which he is remembered. These activities can be divided into following four 
categories – 
(1) Planning and construction of his capital 
(2) Enlargement of his state and the establishment of leadership over other 
states of Rajasthan 
(3) Building of five astronomical observatories and study of astronomy. 
16 Tod Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, vol. I, II, III ed., Crooke, New Delhi, 1920, pp. 1,2. 
17 . Rajasthan District Gazetteers Alwar by Maya Ram, Bharat Printers, MI Road, Jaipur, 1968, 
Appendix VII, p. 233. 
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(4) Reforms in Vaishnavism in Northern India.18 
Sawai Jai Singh, c. A.D. 1693-1743. —Sawai Jai Singh, better known by the 
title of Sawai Jai Singh, in contradistinction to the first prince of this name, 
entitled the ‘Mirza Raja’, succeeded in 169919  in the forty-fourth year of 
Aurangzeb’s reign. He served with distinction in the Deccan, and in the war of 
succession joined prince Bedar Bakht, son of Azam Shah, who declared 
himself as successor of Aurangzeb; and with them he fought the battle of 
Dholpur, which ended in their death and Aurangzeb’s prince Muazzam came 
on the throne with title of Shah Alam Bahadur Shah. For this opposition 
Amber- was sequestrated, and an imperial governor sent to take possession; but 
Jai Singh entered his estates, sword in hand, drove out the king’s garrisons, and 
formed a league with Ajit Singh of Marwar; for their mutual preservation. 
It would be tedious to pursue this celebrated Rajput through his desultory 
military career during the forty-four years he occupied the gaddi of Amber; 
enough is already known of it from its combination with the Annals of Mewar 
and Bundi, of which house he was the implacable foe. Although Jai Singh was 
involved mixed in all the troubles and warfare of this long period of anarchy, 
when the throne of Timur was rapidly crumbling into dust, his reputation as a 
soldier would never have handed down his name with honour to posterity; on 
the contrary, his courage had none of the fire which is requisite to make a 
Rajput hero; though his talents for civil government and court intrigue, in 
18 . Ibid., p. 7. 
19  Historical Document in Kapad Dwara, op.cit., pp.9-10. 
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which he was the Machiavelli of his day, were at that period far more notable 
auxiliaries. 
The Building of Jaipur: Work in Astronomy. 
As a statesman, legislator, and man of science, the character of Sawai Jai 
Singh is worthy of an ample delineation20 which would correct our opinion of 
the genius and capacity of the princes of Rajputana, of whom we are apt to 
form too low an estimate. He was the founder of the new capital, named after 
him Jaipur or Jainagar, which became the seat of science and art, and eclipsed 
the more ancient Amber, with which the fortifications of the modern city unite, 
although the extremity of the one is six miles from the other. Jaipur is the only 
city in India built upon a regular plan, with streets bisecting each other at right 
angles.21  The merit of the design and execution is assigned to Vidyadhar, a 
native of Bengal, one of the most eminent coadjutors of the prince in all his 
scientific pursuits, both astronomical and historical. Almost all the Rajput 
princes have a smattering of astronomy, or rather of its spurious relation, 
astrology; but Jai Singh went deep, not only into the theory, but the practice of 
the science, and  was so esteemed for his knowledge, that he was entrusted by 
the emperor Muhammad Shah with the reformation of the calendar. He had 
erected observatories with instruments of his own indention at Delhi, Jaipur, 
20  For such a sketch, the materials of the Amber court are abundant; for instance only the 
Kalpadruma, a miscellaneous diary, in which everything of note was written, and a collection 
entitled Eh sad nau gun Jai Singh Ice,  or ' the one hundred and nine actions of Jai Singh ' of 
which I have heard several narrated and noted. His. voluminous correspondence with all the 
princes and chiefs of his time would alone repay the trouble of translation,  and would throw a 
more perfect light on the manners and feelings of his countrymen than the most laborious 
lucubrations of any European. I  possess an autograph letter of this prince, on one of the most 
important events of Indian history at this period, the deposal of Farrukhsiyar. It was addressed to 
the Rana. 
21   Historical documents op.cit., p.2. 
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Ujjain, Benares, and Mathura, upon a scale of Asiatic grandeur; and/their 
results were so correct as to astonish the most learned.22 He had previously 
used such instruments as those of Ulugh Beg (the royal astronomer of Samar-
kand), which failed to answer his expectations.23   From the observations of 
seven years at the various observatories, he constructed a set of tables. While 
thus engaged, he learned through a Portuguese missionary, Padre Manuel, the 
progress which his favourite pursuit was making in Portugal, and he sent 
“several skilful persons along with him”24 to the court of Emanuel. The king of 
Portugal dispatched Xavier de Silva, who communicated to the Rajput prince 
the tables of De la Hire.25 “On examining and comparing the calculations of 
these tables (says the Rajput prince) with actual .observation, it appeared there 
was an error in the former, in assigning the moon’s place, of half a degree; 
although the error in the other planets was not so great, yet the times of solar 
and lunar eclipses he26 found to come out later or earlier than the truth by the 
fourth part of a ghari, or fifteen pals (six minutes of time).” In like manner, as 
he found fault with the instruments of brass used by the Turki astronomer, and 
which he conjectures must have been such as were used by Hipparehus and 
Ptolemy, so he attributes the inaccuracies of De la Hire’s tables  to instruments 
of “inferior, diameters.” The Rajput prince might justly boast of his 
22    For these observations see A. ff. Garrett and Pandit Chandradhar Guleri, The Jaipur Observatory 
and its Builder, Allahabad, 1902; Fanshawe, Delhi Past and Present, 247 f.; Sherring, The Sacred 
City of the Hindus, 131 ff. The observatory at Mathura was in the Fort, but it has disappeared; at 
Ujjain only scanty remains exist (Growse, Mathura, 3rd ed. 140; IGI, xviii, 73, xxiv. 113). 
23  Ulugh Beg, son of Shah Rukh and grandson of Amir Timur succeeded his father A.D. 1447, and 
was put to death by his son, Mirza Abdul Latif, in 1449. His astronomical tables were published 
in Latin by John Gregory, Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, and were edited by Thomas Hyde 
in 1665 (Sykes, Hist, of Persia, ii. 218; EB, 11th ed. xxyii. 573 f. 
24  It would be worth ascertaining whether the archives of Lisbon refer to these circumstances. 
25   James Tod, Annals and Antiquities, Bombay,1920, p.1343. 
26   City Survey Report of Jaipur, Rajasthan University, 1969, p.52. 
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instruments. With that at Delhi, he, in A.D. 1729, determined the obliquity of 
the ecliptic to be 23° 28’; within 28" of what it was determined to be, the year 
following, by Godin. His general accuracy was further put to the test in A.D, 
1793 by our scientific countryman, Dr. W. Hunter who compared a series of 
observations on the latitude of Ujjain with that established by the Rajput 
prince. The difference was 24”; and Dr. Hunter does not depend on his own 
observations within 15". Jai Singh made the latitude 23°10'N.; Dr. Hunter, 23° 
10' 24" N. 
From the results of his varied observations, Jai Singh drew up a set of 
tables, which he entitled Zij Muhammadshahi, dedicated to that monarch; by 
these, all astronomical computations are yet made, and almanacks constructed. 
It would be wrong— while considering these labours of a prince who caused 
Euclid's Elements, the treatises on plain and spherical trigonometry, ‘Don 
Juan’, Napier on the construction and use of logarithms, to be translated into 
Sanskrit—to omit noticing the high strain of devotion with which he views the 
wonders of the “Supreme Artificer”; recalling the line of one of our own best 
poets.27 
III. Various Developmental activities under Jai Singh   
 During his reign there were developmental activities in many sectors 
such as building construction, erection of water monuments and other kinds of 
buildings: religious and secular. Under the former category, temples and 
monasteries were constructed while in the latter royal palaces, state buildings, 
27 Historical Documents, Op.cit. p.10. 
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observatories, water harvesting structures, dams, tanks and residential 
structures of the nobles, merchants and common man were built up. 
 The process of decoration with paintings and sculptures was initiated 
after the construction of large number of buildings. A large number of artists, 
artisans and stone cutters were employed to carry out varities of art work. 
 The royal court was shifted from Amber to the newly founded city. The 
court activities flourished and this attracted large numbers of musicians, poets 
and dancers. Under royal patronage music and literature developed. New music 
styles came into existence. Large number of literary works were produced on 
different subjects by scholars and other writers who flourished during this 
period. Thus by the end of the 18th century the new city was witnessing 
development in many sectors.   
 Sawai Jai Singh’s appointment as Governor of Malwa, for the second 
time, in Nov. 1729 was due to many reasons. The immediate cause of his 
appointment was failure of his predecessor Bhawani Ram to handle properly 
the situation in Suba Malwa.28 The Government had been demoralized due to 
increased raids of the Marathas and financial exhaustion of the resources. 
Nizam-ul-Mulk’s example of independent rule had set the forces of 
disintegration at work everywhere. Therefore, under the changing perspective 
of Mughal-Maratha relations, Khan-i-Dauran (Mir Bakshi of Muhammad Shah 
28 . According to Dastur Komwar (Vol. XIX entry No. 319 dated 14th April, 1730) Bhawani Ram 
was son of Chhabela Ram Mehta. He was appointed as Governor of Malwa in succession to 
Girdhar Bahadur and was expected to run the Government of the Province in co-operation with 
Girdhar Bahadur’s sons. But according to Kesho Ram’s Arzdasht to Jai Singh dated Dec. 21, 
1728, Bhawani Ram’s appointment was resented by the sons of late Girdhar Bahadur. For his 
maladministration of Malwa see Dr. Raghubir Singh’s Malwa in Transition, pp. 169-175. 
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from 1719 to 1739) persuaded the Emperor to appoint Sawai Jai Singh as the 
Governor of Malwa. ‘He was the best of the Raja’29 and was sent with 
enormous resources of the Empire, ‘to drive the Marathas out with his own 
forces’.30 Moreover, the Kachhawa Raja was himself interested in the 
governorship of Malwa due to the following reasons : 
 He was on friendly terms with the Marathas. He thought of making an 
alliance with the Marathas which might enable him to carve out an independent 
Kingdom for himself stretching from the Jamuna to the Narbada.31 
 Jai Singh was afraid of Maratha incursions in the then Rajasthan and 
their ultimate designs on his principality.32 
 He also wished to act as a bridge between the crown and the Marathas, 
seathing with vigorous life and stirred to power and adventure.33 
 Sawai Jai Singh always tried to dominate over the neighbouring states to 
extend his influence and control over those who looked to him for guidance.34 
 
 
29 . Ajaib-ul-Afaq, Sitamau collection, No. 193, f.77a 
30  J.N. Sarkar, Fall of the Mughal Empire, p. 146. 
31 .  Raghubir Sinh, Malwa in Transition, p. 129 as cited as Dr. Zahiruddin Malik, A Mughal 
Statesman of the Eighteenth Century, p. 63. 
32 . Marathas were in the territories of Bundi and Kota. They realized dues from the Raja of Rajgarh 
and passed the last week of Feb. 1729 at Jawad in Mewar territory (vide selections from Peshwa 
Daftar vol. XIII (p. 30), XXII (p. 9) and XXX (pp. 284-285) Ajaib-ul-Afaq, Nos.  190 to 201 ff. 
72a, 72b, 73b, 75b, 79 and Peshwa Baji Rao I and Maratha Expansion by Dr. V.G. Dighe, p. 
122. 
33 . Zahiruddin Malik, p. 63. In the words of Dr. Raghubir Sinh, “He believed that if difficulties 
thickened there, he could get the Province for himself from the Emperor and keep the Marathas 
either at peace or out of it by paying them the subsidy they might ask for”, Malwa in Transitio, 
p. 129. 
34 . James Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, Bombay 1920, vol. III, p. 1329. 
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Sawai Jai Singh’s third Subadari of Malwa 
 Sawai Jai Singh’s successor Muhammad Khan35 Bangash failed to 
control the affairs of Malwa. He was completely baffled by the increasing raids 
of the Marathas in Malwa. He was practically hemmed by the Marathas after 
the Dashera of 1731. His efforts to seek help from Nizam-ul-Mulk incurred the 
displeasure of the Emperor. Khan-i-Dauran informed the Emperor that Bangash 
in league with the Nizam was devising a plan to dethrone him. Since Bangash 
had already resumed Jagirs of nobles who were powerful at the Mughal Court, 
the Mir Bakshi found in them ready support against Muhammad Khan Bangash 
who was relieved of the subadari of Malwa on Dec. 1732.36 
 Sawai Jai Singh was appointed subadar of Malwa for the third time in 
Sept. 1732 AD.37 The emperor put Enormous resources were put at his 
disposal. He was given 13 lakhs in grant and Rupees seven lakhs in loan.38 The 
Raja was expected to maintain a force of 24,000 cavalry and 2000 infantry out 
of which 9000 cavalry and 9000 infantry were to be maintained by the Diwan39 
and the rest by the Maharaja himself. The new subadar was to report Two-third 
of the total income of the province was to be spent on the maintenance of the 
35 . He was a typical Afghan adventurer. He was subedar of Allahabad from 1722 to 1729 and was 
constantly busy in waging wars against Bundelas. He even warned Sawai Jai Singh of the danger 
of Maratha-Bundela combine (vide Parties & Politics at the Mughal Court by Dr. Satish 
Chandra, p. 209). 
36 . Z.U. Malik, The Mughal Statesman of the 18th Century, p. 64, Dr. V.S. Bhatnagar, Life & Times 
of Sawai Jai Singh by p. 208-209. 
37 . Letter from Dhabhai Nag Raj to Dewan dated Asoj Badi 13, 1789 (6th Sept. 1732) and copy of 
letter from Raja Ayamal to Sawai Jai Singh dated the 6th September, 1732, Kapad Dwara No. 
1031 & 916, respectively. 
38 . James Tod, op.cit., vol. III, p. 1341. 
39 . According to  Satish Chandra the power of maintaining 9000 cavalry and 9000 infantry were 
given to Diwan to impose a check upon Sawai Jai Singh (Parties & Politics at the Mughal 
Court, p. 218).  V.S. Bhatnagar gives the impression that Sawai Jai Singh’s proposal of joint 
administration of Malwa by Mewar and Amber rulers was approved by the Emperor. 
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army. The Raja’s deputy was to remain in the province for at least six months 
in a year during the Raja’s absence.40 “No other Governor was ever equipped 
with so immense material in men and money to repulse the Marathas beyond 
the Narbada”. Satish Chandra writes “It rather seems that he was required to 
make a demonstration of strength before peace negotiations were undertaken”. 
But at the time of Sawai Jai Singh’s arrival in Malwa, the southern part of the 
province had already been lost to the Empire.41 His predecessor had agreed to 
pay chauth of the province to the Marathas. In early Dec. 1732 the Marathas 
(Sindhia, Holkar and Shankerji) reappeared in Malwa (i) to realize dues from 
Rampura (ii) to arrange a meeting of Shankerji with Maharao Durjansal of 
Kota, (iii) to realize payment of dues from Dungarpur and  Banswara.42 Sawai 
Jai Singh’s attempt to win over Udaiji and Krishnaji Pawar to the Mughal side 
brought about an attack on him from Holkar in February-March 1733 when the 
Kachhawa Raja was at Mandsaur. Jai Singh had to sue for peace by paying Rs. 
6 lakhs in cash to Holkar and concede 28 parganas to the Peshwa in lieu of 
chauth.43 After the debacle to Mandsaur he left Malwa and ‘assumed cold 
neutrality in Mughal Maratha struggle’. 
 Commenting on Sawai Jai Singh’s agreement Satish Chandra writes, 
“Hitherto, the Marathas had been claiming chauth and Sardeshmukhi, and 
urging its commutation into a lump annual sum or a Jagir. Now, the ceding of 
certain parganas was demanded in lieu of chauth. Thus, all pretence of chauth 
40 .  Satish Chandra, op.cit., p. 218. 
41 . R.N. Prasad, Raja Mansingh of Amber, World Press, Calcutta, 1966, p. 98. 
42 . Raghubir Singh, op.cit., p. 223; B.S. Bhatnagar, Life & Times of Sawai Jai Singh, Delhi, p. 211. 
43 .     Raghubir Singh, Malwa in Transition, op.cit., p. 224. 
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being a payment in return for protection or refraining from plunder was 
dropped. The claim for chauth was revealed as merely an excuse for territorial 
aggrandizement. From now on the demand for the chauth and sardeshmukhi of 
Malwa goes increasingly into the background, and the complete surrender of 
the province is demanded.44 Thus, the agreement of March 1733 marks a new 
stage in the Mughal-Maratha struggle in Malwa. 
 During Sawai Jai Singh’s absence from Malwa the Maratha army 
headed by Holkar, Sindhia, Anand Rao Pawar and Ram Chandra Bawa 
attacked Bundi on April 22, 1734. Dalel Singh’s father Sangram Singh Hada 
was made captive and Budh Singh was seated on the throne. The Marathas 
were promised six lakhs of rupees by Pratap Singh who rose to the help of 
Budh Singh, the deposed ruler of Bundi. But Sawai Jai Singh soon restored 
Dalel Singh to Bundi.45 This was an indirect attack by Marathas on the position 
and power of Sawai Jai Singh. Naturally, he got alerted against them and 
convened the conference of all Rajput Rajas at Hurda to check the recurring 
Maratha raids. Thus Sawai Jai Singh remained at was with the Marathas as in 
efforts of checking the advance of the Marathas in provinces. 
44 . Historical document op.cit., p.10. 
45 . Pratap Singh was the elder brother of Dalel Singh whom Sawai Jai Singh seated on the throne of 
Bundi after deposing his brother-in-law Budh Singh. Dalel Singh’s father Sangram Singh 
managed the affairs of Bundi. One of the Queens of Budh Singh persuaded Pratap Singh to go to 
the Peshwa to seek help for Budh Singh from the Marathas. They were promised six lakh of 
rupees. This is the most interesting case of internecine feuds among the Rajputs which provided 
opportunities to Mughals or Marathas to meddle with their internal affairs. 
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 Chapter 2 
TOWN PLANNING AND 
EXPANSION 
CHAPTER – II  
TOWN PLANNING AND ITS EXPANSION 
 A glance at the map of Jaipur shows that its shape is not that of any 
geometrical figure. It’s clear that the walled city of Jaipur does not correspond in 
any manner to the description of the Prastara plan. This city is actually divided 
into two portions by one long road running East to West from the Surajpole Gate 
to the Chandpole gate. On the south of these roads, there are five rectangular 
blocks of unequal shapes and sizes. On the North of this road there is one square 
block having the city Palace and another block Purani Basti, its southern and 
eastern sides are straight roads but Northern and north western boundaries are 
irregular. 
 Originally as planned Jaipur was to have only four rectangular blocks 
namely those occupied today by (1) palace (2) Purani Basti, (3) Topkhana Desh 
and (4) block combining Modikhana and Visheshvaraji. No road was planned to 
divide these two last named blocks and when the present Chaura Rasta and the 
Tripolia gate were planned and built it is not quite clear. But clearly Chaura Rasta 
was not built like a bazar, just as the Johri Bazar has been today. There are about 
ten important temples facing chaura Rasta. 
 The area under chowkris, Ghat Darwaja, Topkhana Hazuri and 
Ramchandarji was left fully undeveloped in the beginning. The area was full of 
depressions sand dunes such parts had been included within the city limits by 
completing the city wall at a subsequent date. 
 In the planning of the city Vidyadhar’s contribution is not in the official 
records. The contemporaries believed it was he who had prepared its detailed 
design. Twelve years after the foundation of the city Girdhari when writing his 
Bhojansar mentions that Jai Singh instructed Vidyadhar to get a city founded here 
and further wished to get Jainiwas within this city as per his hidden wish and 
further instructed for many shops on a number of cross-roads with their backyards 
of the houses should meet together.1 
 The description of the markets and the commercial activities of the 
merchants are described in the following lines: 
pkSij dsd cktkj gS gkVSdbZ gtkjk 
nsl nsl ds djrs gS ;ksikjh R;kSgkjAA 
 There are many cross roads with shops on them and thousands of markets 
where merchants of different countries are plying their trades.2 
 Four bazars were planned for the city later known as Johri Bazar, Sireh 
Deori bazar, Kishanpol bazar and Gangori bazar. As per the progress report given 
on the map 162 shops were built by the state on each side of these Bazars except 
144 shops on the western side of the Kishanpole Bazar. The area occupied by 144 
shops on one side of Kishanpole bazar was 16 bighas. The area occupied by the 
162 shops was 18 bighas in all cases.  
 Chandpole Bazar was contemplated but not constructed at that time. 
Tripolia Bazar was however not thought of at all. In original plan there was no 
provision for Ramganj and other Bazars on the eastern side of the city. In the 
1 . A.K. Ray, History of the Jaipur, p. 39, 40.  
2 . Arsattha Imarati, Bundle No. 13. 
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corner of the Kishanpole bazar 88 shops were under construction what is known 
as the Chandpole bazar. These shops must have been pulled down later. Two 
katlas were contemplated in the squares now built for the Sangneri gate and the 
Ajmeri gate. Perhaps these were never built.3 
 Since the foundation of Jaipur, the population and prosperity of Jaipur have 
grown at a rapid pace. Rich merchants settled down here in the early years of its 
growth. The first recorded description of the city is given in “Girdharis” 
Bhojansar (1739) which was composed twelve years after the foundation of the 
city. With thousands of shops on the chopars, Jaipur had become a place of 
extensive business for traders from different places.  
Within twenty years of its foundation another description is given in 
Ishwaravilasa Mahakavya. This work describes it as a prosperous city with many 
tall and palatial buildings. With hyperbole common to the poets of these times, the 
author says that the flag staffs on the roofs of these buildings were so high that 
they were hindrance to the movement of the sun. Many of these large dwelling 
houses had been built by the business persons whom Jai Singh had invited to 
settle down in the newly built town. 
Architectural features of the Bazaars are – use of chajjas (eves) resulting in 
strong horizontal lines, projecting vertical blocks on brackets, a modular system 
of arches filled with delicated latticed screens to cut direct sun and glare of 
reflected sun in the street.4 
3 . A.K. Roy, History of Jaipur, Op.cit. pp. 40. 
4 . Original document Jaipur state Ka Itihas, Op.cit. 
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 The medieval towns of Rajasthan were of military, agrarian, mercantile or 
religious nature. The presence of a deity marked for the rulers abode and the rest 
of the city. Such a case as with the Ambikeshwar temple in the case of Amber and 
with Sawai Jai Singh in the case of Jaipur.5 
 Different from Dausa and Amber, the two previous capital cities of the 
Dhoondhar region established on hill top whose planning was guided by 
topographical structure of the areas, Jaipur city was revolutionary both in terms of 
its grid-iron pattern planning and the location of the hills.6 
 A significant economic shift from an agricultural base in Dausa and Amber 
to trading in the capital of Jaipur. The layout of the city of Jaipur links the concept 
of a shastric city with the practicalities of the selected site.7 
 Very simple was the plan of Jaipur as it emerged out. A main road 
measuring more than two miles long running west to east from the Chandpole 
gate to the Surajpole gate. South of this main road are four almost equal 
rectangles. The rectangle opposite to the palace has further been broken up into 
two equal and smaller rectangles by the Chaura Rasta. Now there are five 
rectangles on the south of the main road and they are – Topkhana Desh, Modi 
Khana, Vishesh Warji, Ghat Darwaja and Topkhana Hazuri. On the north of the 
main road from west to east are the Purani Basti, the Palace and Ramchandraji.8 
 Not only because the city was a big consuming city trade in Jaipur could 
flourish but also for the reason that due to circumstances developing in the 
5 . Dr. M.L. Sharma, History of Jaipur State, Jaipur Publication, 1969, p. 139. 
6 . A. Rahman, Science and Technology in Indian Culture, New Delhi, 1984, p 45. 
7 . Ram Prakash Gahalot, op.cit., p.  5. 
8 . A.K. Ray, op.cit., pp. 47-48.  
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neighbouring areas, important trade routes of western and north-western India 
shifted so that they passed through Jaipur in eighteenth century.9 
 There was only one route which passed through Jaipur and connected the 
town to the places outside Rajasthan before the shifting of these routes. From 
Agra this route reached Jaipur bifurcated so that one of these passed through 
Malpura, Bhilwara and Chittor. Both Bhilwara and Malpura were important 
trading centres of pilgrimage for both Hindus and Muslims.10 
 The city of Jaipur, begun in 1727, is a product of this new spirit. Maharaja 
Sawai Jai Singh of Amber felt that his capital was too small for a raja of his 
stature and so he built an entirely new city. The transfer of a capital was not 
unknown in Rajput history but it had never been performed from this motive. The 
capital of Mewar had been transferred from Chitor to Udaipur in 1567 through 
sheer necessary: Akbar had sacked Chitor. The capital of Marwar had been 
transferred from Mandor to Jodhpur in 1459 from reasons of strategy: Jodhpur is 
more defensible. But Jai Singh was guided by no such considerations: he was in 
full control of Amber in the 1720s, and Jaipur is much less defensible than Amber 
– indeed its very vulnerability, sited on an open plain, indicates Jai Singh’s 
boldness. The transfer of his capital from Amber to Jaipur was largely a matter of 
prestige.  
 The most unexpected aspect of Jaipur city is the regularity of its plan. The 
principal streets meet at right angles and divide the city into roughly equally sized 
wards, and the minor streets meet also at right angles to subdivide the wards. 
9 . Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II of Jaipur and his observatories, Jaipur, 1952, p. 16. 
10 . Some account of Astronomical Labours of Jaya Singh, Preserved in Bikaner Archives, 1799, pp. 
177-211. 
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Precisely because it is unusual, the plan of Jaipur is the subject of much writing.11 
It is often alleged that it differs totally from the plans of all other Rajput capitals, 
and indeed from all earlier towns throughout India, which are represented as being 
designed according to no established planning principles.12 This is to overstate the 
case. It is the regularity and only the regularity which distinguishes Jaipur from 
other Rajput cities; those others do embody some planning principles, and ones 
which are adhered to in Jaipur. 
 Some other features of the city of Jaipur, apart from its plan, also follow 
the directions of the Manasara. The bazaars are one example.13 The Manasara 
states that shops should be situated on the major streets, that they should consist 
of the ground floor of the houses, which are to be of uniform design, and that the 
streets should be flanked by broad footpaths and be connected with the palace of 
the Maharaja’.14 The bazaars of Jaipur satisfy all these requirements. The shops 
were among the first buildings to be erected in the city and were built under state 
control, thus ensuring a uniformity of design that gives emphasis to the regularity 
of the plan. 
 Unlike the plan, the shops have a source in built architecture as well as in 
the silpa-sastras, for in design they imitate exactly the Moti bazaar in Chitor, built 
in the mid-fifteenth century or earlier.15 Each shop originally consisted of a single 
cell and each row of shops had an arcade running along the shops’ fronts. The 
11 . Aharsatta Imarati, Bundle No. 13. 
12  R.A. Agarwala, Cf. Marwar Murals, Delhi, 1979. 
13  B.D. Agarwal, Cf. Jodhpur, Rajasthan District Gazetteers, Jaipur, 1979. 
14 . Agarwala, Ratna Chandra, “Some Famous Sculptors and Architects of Mewar’, Indian Historical 
Quarterly, Vol. 33, No. 4 (Dec. 1957), pp. 321-34. 
15  Archaeological Survey of India, Reports of the Archaeological Survey of India, Vols. I-XXIII ed. 
Alexander Cunningham, Simla, Calcutta, 1871-87. 
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arcades were essential to provide shade for the pedestrians. In most of the Rajput 
capitals the streets are narrow and the buildings which flank them are high, so that 
the streets are perpetually shaded; the broad streets of Jaipur, flanked by buildings 
of few storeys, have no such protection from the sun (and even the avenues of 
trees have little effect). The arcades provided shaded access to the shops. But in 
recent times, the shopkeepers of Jaipur have been allowed to enclose the portions 
of arcade immediately in front of their shops.16 Thus pushing their customers into 
the hot street. 
 The roofs of the arcades, which could be reached by means of staircases 
from the street, served as terraces from which the public could watch royal 
processions or other spectacular events. This ingenious provision of public space 
at two levels is unique in Rajput city architecture. 
 Apart from the shops, another feature of the city which fulfills directions of 
the Mansara is its social arrangement. The Mansara directs that the region of the 
city in which any person should live depends on his caste or profession. This 
distribution is explained in great detail, with precise definitions of profesisons and 
districts; broadly speaking it is asserted that of higher caste should live in areas 
close to the centre of the city and those of lower caste professions should live on 
the periphery.17 Other sastra, including the Arthasastra and Mandan’s 
Rajavallabha, give similar directions.18 The distribution of people according to 
caste or profession is known as the mohalla system and, unlike other 
16 . V. Prabhakar Begde, Forts and Palaces of India, New Delhi, 1982, p. 20. 
17 . Gimino, Rosa Maria (ed.), Life at Court in Rajasthan, as cited as A. Rehman, 1985, p. 18. 
18 . Amita Ray, Cf. Villages, Towns and Secular Buildings in Ancient India, Calcutta, 1964. 
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arrangements urged by the sastras, was adopted almost universally in Indian 
towns and villages.  
 The two principal pavilions are the Badal Mahal, overlooking the Tal 
Katora, and the Govind Deo temple, midway between the Badal Mahal and the 
Chandra Mahal. These have been identified by some as the original hunting 
lodges.19 Both show signs of extensive remodeling which prima facie supports 
this identification: the exterior massing of the BAdal Mahal is clumsy compared 
with the ingenious internal arrangements and is clearly by a different hand20; and 
from the design of the Govind Deo temple it is evident that it was built as a 
residence and only later converted into a temple. However, even the older parts of 
these structures are in a late style: the cusps on the arches in the Badal Mahal, for 
example, sprout into leaves like those of Safdar Jang’s tomb in Delhi (c. 1750). In 
view of their late style it is unlikely that the pavilions do more than mark the sites 
of the original hunting lodges. 
 Outside the city walls are various other palace buildings. To the south-east 
on the Agra road is the Sisodia Rani Mahal, built for the Mewari wife of Sawai Jai 
Singh.21 To the north-east numerous buildings line the road to Amber, of which 
the most important is the Jal Mahal, a pleasure palace built in the middle of the 
artificial lake, Man Sagar.22 Compared with the sabha niwas and the palace 
garden, these buildings show a greater dependence on conventional Rajput design, 
but it is uninspired. As in the Chandra Mahal, the symmetry of plan and massing 
19  James Tod, op.cit. 
20 . Renu, Bisheshwar Nath, Cf. Glories of Marwar and the Glorious Rathers, Jodhpur, 1943. 
21 . G.D. Sharma,  Cf. Rajput Polity : A Study of Politics and Administration of the State of Marwar, 
Delhi, 1977. 
22  Historical document, op.cit., p. 53. 
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is the dominant feature, and again a somewhat gratuitous one: it robs the buildings 
of that traditional Rajput picturesque interest and does not succeed in imbuing 
them with the harmony and elegance of more carefully calculated proportions. In 
addition, some of the architectural features have been made redundant: in earlier 
Rajput buildings the chattris and bangaldar roofs are integral parts of the 
composition, but in these buildings such forms are decoratively sprinkled over the 
top of a dull regular block. A vocabulary of forms has become a repertoire of 
decorations, and not a very broad one at that. 
 The inner face of the screen especially has no architectural features; it has 
small-scale, shallow relief representations of architecture, picked out in white 
outline least one should miss them.23 The Mughal style had reached the same 
point of decline with the building of Aurangzeb’s Moti Masjid in the Lal Qila at 
Delhi.24 
Isarlat – Victory tower 
 A fierce battle ensued between the two groups at Rajmahal near Tonk in 
1747. The allied forces of Madho Singh were defeated badly. To commemorate 
his victory in this battle Sawai Ishwari Singh got a tower erected in the Tripolia 
Bazar. The victory tower was named as Isarlat commonly known as Swargasuli. 
This tower was completed in 1799. 
t; uxjfg tkds tbZ] fot; LraHk cuok;A 
nwlj yV~Bfg uke gy] nh/kks vfj ;'k Bk;AA 
23  A.L. Bisham,  The Wonder that was India, as cited as V.S. Bhatnagar, 1934, p. 207. 
24 . Shaukat Ali Khan, History and Historians of Rajasthan, Delhi, 1981. 
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 “He went back to Jainagar and built a victory tower. He called it Isarlat 
(stick and rod) to smash the reputation of his enemies”. 
 Isar Lat is a seven storeyed tower and is one of the important landmark of 
the Jaipur city. All the seven storeys are octagonal in shape. There is a circular 
balcony or gallery after every two storeys. The seventh storey is open circular 
balcony with arches. It is crowned by a dome shaped canopy. All the seven 
storeys have nitches carved on the face on each side of the tower.25 
Water Sources in Jaipur City 
 The surface water bodies – Talkatora, Jai Sagar, Man Sagar (Jal Mahal 
lake) and the Ramgarh lake were important features in the city plan. The artificial 
lakes were created in response to the natural topography. 
 To guarantee the water supply to the new city, Darbhawati river in the 
north was dammed to create the Jai Sagar and Mansagar (that later housed the Jal 
Mahal) lakes. Afterwards the Jhothwara river in the north-west had been diverted 
through the Amani Shah Nallah and a number of canals were channelized through 
Brahmpuri and Jai Niwas to supply water to the city. A unique water system of 
underground canals was specially devised. The square Central Tanks were located 
in the Badi chaupar and Choti chopar. In the centre of each chaupar, square 
enclosures with ornamental fountains were outlets for intense social use. 
Fountains were connected by underground aqueducts supplying numerous sources 
25 . Historical document Kapad Dwara, op.cit., pp. 10-11.. 
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of drinking water at street level. In the mohallas the community wells catered the 
need of the people.26 
 Similarly, stepwells or baories were important elements in the urban fabric 
that reflected the importance of water scarce environment. For the mohallas and 
the haveli, the well was an important part of the social set-up of the entire 
community.27 
 India had a long tradition going back to antiquity for planned towns. 
Development of brick technology and its standardization was a prelude to the 
planning of cities.28 During the medieval period a number of cities were planned – 
Vijayanagar, Mandu, Champaner, Fatehpur Sikri, Shah Jehanabad (Delhi), to 
name only a few. The planning of the city of Jaipur followed the same tradition. 
 Furthermore, there was another dimension, i.e. the organization of the 
cities into different sectors which were meant for different professionals and strata 
of society. The feudal society was hierarchical and the hierarchy was maintained. 
 A whole host of professionals were covered under the general category 
known as Shagird Pesha, i.e. those who learn their crafts through apprenticeship, 
such as masons, metal-workers, carpenters, textile workers, dyers, printers, and 
leather workers, as also those concerned with other such works and trades had to 
be provided for in the city in its various sectors, which were reserved for them. 
 The town planner of the city of Jaipur was Vidyadhar, who must have 
discussed the plans with and worked under the direction of Jai Singh. The location 
26 . Brunel, Francis, Rajasthan,,Partis Archived Imprimesurless Press, New Delhi, 1979, p. 17. 
27 . Selection from the Peshwa Daftar, ii, 3, 4 xxi, 24 Quoted in Sarkar, Vol. I, pp. 178, 79. 
28 . A. Rahman, Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II and Indian Renaissance, Navrang, New Delhi, 1987, pp. 
66-70. 
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of the town had to take care of the military needs, a vital factor in those times as 
well as the requirements of a well-planned city. In planning, special care had to be 
taken not to disturb the villages. It was not a plan which delighted the king and his 
men in making pure geometrical designs, but took care of historic and religious 
requirements and of the people, their villages and homes and hearths. The walled 
city had gates in different directions for roads leading to other cities of India. 
 The plan of the city of Jaipur followed the pattern of the square, with broad 
roads lined by Bazars and Chaupars, at the crossection of the main roads. The 
palace of the maharaja was the focal point of the city. The city was well provided 
with tanks. The bund at the river created a reservoir as well as afforded protection 
to the city. A huge tank was constructed below the dam. 
 Jai Singh was also attracted to Jaipur and collected a large number of 
artisans and craftsmen, their abodes being provided in different quarters and 
sectors of the city. The more affluent, the jagirdars and nobles, lived in havelis, 
many, of which still survive, which give an idea of elegance and affluence of the 
people who occupied them. 
 The new city was linked to the old hilly fortress city at Amber and to the 
two forts of Nahargarh and Jaigarh. These forts are like any other fort with one 
exception, i.e. they have an elaborate system of collection and storing of water. 
Amber has a number of open and vast underground tanks for storing water. 
Nahalgarh has a number of open tanks at various levels for collecting and storing 
water. Jaigarh has two huge tanks underground, an open tank and a half 
constructed tank. The collection of the water system was well worked out. All 
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along the hills paved ways were constructed of brick and lime mortar. Rain water 
was channeled along these to small tanks at different levels, and where the 
sediment would settle, water was allowed to drain or overflow through open or 
covered ducts made of stone or brick and lime mortar to huge reservoirs. Looking 
at the total system, at these fortresses at the tops of the hills, one finds that no 
water was allowed to go waste, it being collected and stored for use.29 
 A question must be asked here. Why did Jai Singh in the turbulent times in 
which he lived, which was a period of continued internecine warfare, leave the 
hilly fortress of Amber to build a well-planned city on the plains? Why should he 
spend all his resources on the construction of the city, which could have been 
utilized for other purposes? 
 Answers to these questions are necessary in order to understand the 
personality of Jai Singh, his objectives and goals, and in trying to know what he 
was trying to achieve. Was he trying to do so for only pomp and show, such as 
was the practice during the medieval times, and to impress the populace of his 
wealth and power ? 
 It is unlikely to be so. If we link up his construction of a planned city with 
the construction of the observatory, a possible answer emerges. It is that he was 
trying to impress upon the population the benefits of the cultivation of science – 
what the application of science could do to society. He was trying to show to his 
people that through the use of science and technology and the new culture, new 
aesthetics and artefacts could be developed. He had collected a large number of 
talented scholars from all over the world to create a school of scientists. He also 
29  Arhsatta Imarati, Bundle No. 4 
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used their talents to demonstrate, through observatories, town and garden planning 
and through other arts and crafts as to what could be achieved through the 
cultivation of science.30  
30  Historical document, op.cit., pp. 11, 12. 
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 Chapter 3 
PAINTING 
Chapter 3 
PAINTINGS 
Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh’s reign was the most glorious period in the 
history of Jaipur school of painting. The Mughal impact on the Jaipur wall 
paintings became prominent after accepting the Mughal sovereignty during the 
time of Bharmal1.  
The theme was always inspired by Hindu mythological literature and 
also by Sanskrit epics. In fact, the style of painting in Jaipur evolved due to the 
mutual interaction of Mughal and Rajput styles reflects in the styles of wall 
paintings2.  
This intermixing became possible during this period because of influx of 
mughal artists in Jaipur due to the apathy of Aurangzeb towards visual art.3  
Very delicately rounded Mughal female face gives ways in Jaipur 
paintings to a decidedly oval shape with the sharp nose. The tight Pajamas 
worn by the Mughal lady under her transparent gown were replaced by the 
typical Rajasthani dress consisting of skirt tight scarf4. 
While Rajput female figures have been portraited with large eyes, long 
hair, short form pink thin lips, muscular chin, thin wrist and pleasant mood on 
1  Mamta Chaiturvedi, Mirth of Jaipur wall Painting, Bachis Company Calcutta, p. 2.  
2  Ashok Kumar Das, Painting Mughal India, Asiatic Society, Calcutta, 1978, p. 5. 
3  C. Stanley Clark, Cf. Mughal Painting, Delhi, 1988. 
4  Thakur Narendra Singh, Quoted in Maharaja Shri Ishvari Singh Ka Jivan Charitra, Jaipur, 1917, 
p. 58. 
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their faces. They are well adorned with ornaments such as tika, todi, bali, 
neckalce, hansali, kantha, bajubandha banglis, payajeb (enklet) etc5.  
At some places the painters have depicted jewellery in such an 
embossed form that they appear to be almost realistic. Such characteristic are 
not found in any other style. The period of Maharaja Sawai Ishwari Singh was 
an age of the development of art. This period witnessed the development of 
painting together with architectural art. New experiments began to be made, 
real pearls emeralds and other gems are used as pieces of jewellery6. Sahib 
Ram, an artist (chittara), emerged as a talented painter. He painted a portrait of 
Raja Ishwari Singh with the help of chandras which has been recognized as of 
high quality7.        
During the reign of Sawai Madho Singh (1751–1761 AD) consistent 
political instability prevailed because of differences between Jats and Marathas, 
but still Sisodia Rani palace and Chandra Palace were adorned with frescoes. 
The traditional frescoes of Jaipur had reached the portals of havelis. The haveli 
of Paundarik deserves special notice. 
Sahib Ram painted large sized portraits with Ramji Dass and Govindji 
and two more artists. The Mughal influence began to wane on the paintings of 
this age and a pure Rajput style showed signs of replacing it8. Three pictures 
painted by Sahib Ram have been hailed as unique specimens of his wonderful 
5  Mira Seth, Wall Paintings Rajasthan, National Museum Janpath, New Delhi, p. 238. 
6  Historical document, Kapad dwara, p. 52. 
7  Milobeach, Mughal Painting India, Delhi, 1987, p. 239. 
8  Mira Seth, op.cit., p. 216 
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paintings. Out of them two are the portraits and the third a dance pose of 
Radha–Krishna9. 
During this period, the themes relating to the Lilas of Radha Krishan, 
nayka-bheda, Rag-Ragini large sized portraits of Raja-Rani and many other 
paintings concerning Bhagwad-Puran, Durga-Saptshati were made. Jaipur 
paintings entered its second phase of development by a simplicity of 
composition and the delicate features of women under Jai Singh II (1693–1743 
A.D.), Ishwari Sigh (1743-1750 A.D.) and Madho Singh I (1750–1767 A.D.). 
A new facial formula for females was adopted a good deal in the paintings 
called the Rajput-Mughal painting.  
As per the Pothi khana records we know that in 1745 A.D. it has 
virtually 2500 miniatures and two recently acquired albums of 75 and 64 
miniatures. In fact Sawai Jai Singh and Sawai Madho Singh I were dependable 
for re-arranging the large collection of paintings beautiful frescoes on palaces 
and monuments. In some miniatures the perception was to depict with technical 
accuracy10.  
From the brush of the Pahari painters illustrating the group of Indian 
musical composition well-known as the Rag-Mala were also frequently issued 
and his mixture of the two arts of painting and music is of exceptional interest 
on version of the extensive field which his a study of this “visualized music” 
The Rag-Mala is a compilation of 42 related melodies known and at once were 
9  Jai Singh Neeraj, Rajasthan painting, Shakti Malik, Abhinav publication, E-37, Hauz khas, New 
Delhi, p. 42. 
10  Ram Pandey, Painting as a source of Rajasthan History, Jaipur Publishing House S.M.S 
Highway Jaipur, 1985, p. 38. 
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recognized by all educated Hindus. The Rajput painters especially the pahari 
painters made a great use of this art. A large number of paintings in this style 
have illustrations of the various melodies comprising the Rag-Mala11.   
In the Jaipur style, artist had infused a new conventional painting 
existence seized (life sized) portraits. Early pictures had certainly been drawn 
in a conventional style. Thousands of group-paintings portraits of the Jaipur 
style in which portraits of feudal lords and group painting of royal processions 
mehfil, utsav, colourful hunting scenes have been specially made. In this style 
men and women appear in proper proportion12. 
Male figures have clean gorgeous faces adorned with male dress are 
shown wearing Sehra tied with turra kalangi. In this period themes relating to 
Leelas of Radha-Krishna, Nayak-bheda, Rag-ragini, Ritu-Varnan were 
extensively portrayed. Large-sized portraits of Raja-Rani and many paintings 
concerning Bhagwad Puran, Krishna Lila are of special mention here. They 
worked on both frescoes and miniature in Jaipur style. The Jaipur style was not 
limited to the royal court but also flourished and developed at adjoining centers 
belonging to the Jaipur family13. 
The art of depiction of Jai Singh’s court consisted of a galaxy of at least 
fifty artists who not only painted portraits but also executed whole set of Rag 
Mala, Durga Path, Bhagwat Saligram, Ramsewak, Raja Ram, Daya Ram and 
many other court painters who worked on the frescoes, murals and miniatures. 
11  Rosa Marilimino, Wall painting of Rajasthan Amber and Jaipur,  Jaipur, p. 74. 
12  European Travellers in India, Wheelar and Macmillan, Calcutta, 1956, p. 58. 
13  Jai Singh, op.cit., p. 43. 
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The art and style of painting at Jaipur began waning with the coming of 
foreigners14. 
  The Jaipur portraits must be measured as among the premium specimens 
of Hindu portraits yet known so far, Sahib Ram painted large portraits under 
the patronage of Maharaja Sawai Madho Singh (1750-1767), the younger 
brother of previous ruler. He made an innovation in his work by instead of 
painting jewellery he pasted or fixed wood pieces on picture of different shapes 
and size and painted them so precisely that these looked like real ornaments. 
Another important and proficient portrait painter was Ramji Das who executed 
some very superior miniature work which is preserved in Jaipur museum and in 
the special collection of Kunwar Sangram Singh15. 
The rule of Sawai Pratap Singh can be called the golden age of painting 
in Jaipur. He had fifty artists in his employ and they produced series of 
paintings on the usual themes and also painted life sized portraits. He will be 
remembered for two huge paintings Krishna lifting the mountain Goverdhana 
and Krishna in the dancing pose. In these paintings the reproduction for 
Krishna was provided by Sawai Pratap Singh himself16. 
The school of Painting at Jaipur takes a new turn during the time of 
Sawai Sawai Pratap Singh. The frequent theme of paintings executed during his 
supremacy became the love episodes of Radha and Krishna, durbar scenes, 
Ragmala, illustrations to Bhagvata (1797) Durga Path (1799 A.D)17. 
14  Ram Pandey, op.cit., p. 38.  
15  Annual Report of the Rajputana Museum, Ajmer, 1933-34. 
16  M.S Randhawa,  Miniature Painting, Pub. Roli Books International , Delhi, p. 76. 
17  G.N. Bahura, op.cit., p. 81. 
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Plate-1: We find here two ladies are sitting in the backyard watching a 
peacock.   One man seated on the tree and other person playing Tabala and 
Sarangi. Female figures are visible with extra large eyes, long hair, and 
enjoyable mood. In exclusive Rajasthani style two females are decorated with 
tikle, toti (bali), neckles, hansali, kantha, bajuband, bangles, payajeb. Artist 
drew graceful gardens to afford the background in painting. Peacock was 
selected to suit this picture theme. Men were depicted wearing red kurta and 
tied the traditional turban (pagari) in Rajasthani style and decorated with 
necklace18. 
Plate-2: We find here two women are seated in front of some single story 
palace and one of them is standing on the left side. The right side depicts a 
Durban who is in standing position. Ladies are adorned in lehanga and orhani 
with ornaments. Men are shown wearing the yellow kurta and soothan 
(payajama). The wall is decorated of yellow colour with birds, lamps, surahi 
painted on the wall19.  
Plate-3: Here we see some scenes depicting life at court-especially in two 
miniatures. Four are sitting and other four men playing Sitar (Guitar), Dhol 
(drum) and Bansuri (Flute). Some women are sitting and other are in standing 
position. The lehangas (woman trousers) of this period are shown with duptta 
typical of the Jaipur fashion and the foot length lehanga (skirts) are bell 
shaped. Men are depicted in different ornaments20.    
18  Jai Sing Neeraj, op.cit. 
19  G.N. Bahura, Literary Heritage of the Rulers and Jaipur, City Palace, Jaipur,  
20  A.K. Coomarswamya, Cf. History of Indian and Indonesian Art, New Delhi, 1975, p. 72. 
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Plate-4: We find here that the picture is made of two blocks in one block, the 
lady’s group is seen. Two peoples are sitting on the elephant and on the other 
side three men are seen standing with three horses. Some other people are seen 
there playing the shahnai and dhol. The background is painted green21.   
The Jaipur painting afford us a very authentic and interesting study of 
the material culture and the contemporary life. Various breeds of elephants and 
horses have also been depicted in these paintings. Gold was used on a very 
large scale in Jaipur paintings22.  
Plate-5: These formal and informal portraits usually demonstrate the king and 
his court. The raja is wearing a specific head dress, a convoluted jama and a 
pair of pearl and ear rings. Form the paintings, we notice that the male 
jewellery consisted of (mala) to adorn the turban, ear-rings of gold (baladur 
and bali), earrings (murki), armlet (bajuband), finger Rings (mundri or 
anguthi) and turban (kalangi or turra)23.  
Plate-6: Here we find the depiction of large army Rama and Lakshmana 
fighting with the rakshasa (demon) army of Ravan. Fleeing on a horse with 
shooting arrows at their enemies is painted in a beautiful composition24.   
Plate 7: Here we notice the cosmic dance that is symbolized in the whirling 
movement of the universal and the human soul. They are seen in the middle 
leading the dance surrounded by the fair maids of braj disposed in three 
concentric circles. The picture is depicted in one note of devotional ecstasy and 
21  M.S. Randhawat, Miniature Painting, Roli Books International, Ansari Road, Darya Ganj, New 
Delhi, 1981, p. 76. 
22  Rita Partap, The panorama of Jaipur Painting, D.K. Print World Shri Jung, F-52, Bali Nagar, 
New Delhi, p. 202. 
23  Mira Seth, Wall Painting Rajasthan, National Museum Janpath, New Delhi, 2003, p. 238. 
24  Rita Pratap, op.cit., p. 69. 
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rhythm. The figure and even their draperies are moving in one common note of 
devotion. The colours used are simple with green in the centre and black with a 
touch of grey on the margin predominating25.     
Plate-8: Here we see Sri Krishna standing with gopies26. This painting is set of 
mixed quality. In some examples one notices urbane naturalism and delicate 
rendering of nature. Figures are short mostly shown in profile faces. The same 
is in the case of animals like cows. Back ground is in green colour27. 
Plate 9: In this picture we see a lady footing in the garden with other two 
ladies28. She is in yellow skirt (lehanga) and dupatta (odhni). In the 
background, a small reservoir is shown and distant view point with overlapping 
plains and small shrubs. A lady holding two rings in both hands with 
peacocks29. The background colour is green and red30. Such painting depicting 
ragas and raginis were done on a huge scale by medieval painters and the 
Jaipur School has a number of beautiful sets of these miniatures31.   
Plate-10: We see here in this picture a lady seating on the mat in the garden 
playing with Veena32. The garden seems to have been laidout in the predictable 
Mughal style while the forest in the background depicts peace and harmony 
with a deer and peacock shown by the lady. The clouds are in blue colour while 
the hills are in sober green33. 
25  Imperial Gazetteer, vol. XXI, p. 135. 
26  National Register of Private Records, published by National Record India, 1971. 
27  See on photograph (Plate 8)  
28  Rita Pratap, op.cit., pp. 100. 
29  See on Photograph (Plate 9) 
30  Ibid 
31  Rita Pratap, op.cit., p.  
32  Mira Seth, op.cit., pp. 238. 
33  See on Photograph (Plate 10). 
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Two other ladies are standing on the left side with Veena, wearing the 
pink and yellow lehanga and odhani. One lady wearing the red and yellow 
lehanga and odhani34.   
Plate-11: Here were see two ladies showing the peacock dance and two ladies 
playing with Veena. The ladies showing the peacock dance exaggerated poses 
of the human and bird’s figures rather than any real movement imparted to 
them. The images appear to be frozen in the instant of motion a typically Indian 
feature that is very obvious here and can also be seen in the wall painting35.  
Plate-12: Lady with a soft deer in the garden36. A short bodied tall female 
wearing yellow plated skirt is standing with two other women and talking to 
her37. The woman is wearing rings in her finger with striped odhani. The other 
two women are shown going to the temple. Lush green trees are seen in the 
garden. This portrait of nayika is adorned with earring, tika and necklace. 
Background colour is green and red. This portrait with numerous broad and 
thin borders is in green and blue colour38.  
Plate-13: Here are women standing with bride style. The women are with 
prominent noses, round faces, slender waists and fish shaped eyes39. She is 
wearing yellow and pink plated long skirt lahnaga, red odhani, shoes on foot 
and pearl necklace in neck and bangles in hand.  
34  Ibid 
35  Rosa Masicimino, op.cit., p. 71. 
36  See on photograph (Plate 12) 
37  Rita Pratap, op.cit., p. 83. 
38  Gorolon Johnson, Mughal and Rajput Painting, vol. III, ed. Gordon Johnson, Cambridge 
University Press, 2000, p. 90. 
39  Report on the Political Administration of the Rajpootana States, 1869-70, p. 74. 
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Plate-14: If we observe minutely we can easily say that the style of these 
ragmala paintings just show us the final achievement of the Jaipur artist. The 
figures are sharp neatly drawn in exact precision painted in the 
characteristically and traditional Jaipur colour scheme.40She is wearing blue 
lenhanga, yellow odhani and orange choli41. A small shown in the background 
distant perspective with overlapping plains and small shrubs. 
Plate-15: The ceiling of the room has been adorned with designs of beautiful 
flowers. Furthermore, all around it on the walls, floral creepers entwine the 
main painting, a some time painted as birds. In this painting the original 
colours have been used. This wall-painting describes the grace of the period of 
Udaya Singh Ji Ki Haveli.42  
Plate-16: If we look for a pretty example of wall painting we find it in Raja 
Udhaya Singh Ki Haveli. It has been decorated with curved arch. Here walls 
have been painted in original way. These colours are said to be prepared by the 
painters themselves.  
Plate-17: It is the portrait of Sawai Jagat Singh wearing the Pagari, according 
to Coomarswamy, “The Rajput Pagari appears to have been adopted at the 
Mughal court already in the time of Akbar and became the typical head 
costume of both Musalmans and Hindus as represented in the painting of 
eighteenth century. A jewelled necklace may be joined round the turban 
40  See on Photograph (Plate 14) 
41  H.C. Tikkiwal, Jaipur and the later Mughal, as cited as Reeta Pratap, Delhi, 1979, p. 83. 
42  Survey work of the site (Plate 15) 
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parallel and a spiral regularly ornately jewelled or enameled may be dilapidated 
in the turban itself.” He is in a standing position.43 
Plate 18 : Sawai Jagat Singh wearing the white Jama. Jama a formal dress 
had tight fitted bodic on the higher part, a skirt for the worse and full sleeves. It 
is a dress of ancient origin and conceivably in one of the oldest garment to 
endure so long. According to A.K. Coomaraswamy, “the jama belongs to the 
side fastening frock – coat type of a garment which of the usual home is in 
Central Asia and China and must have been brought to India at some time”.44 
Sawai Jagat Singh retained all the hereditary posts of artist and enriched 
the Suratkhana with portraits of himself, his durbar and zenana majlis scenes.45 
Sawai Jai Singh’s rich collection of paintings in Suratkhana bears the seal of 
his keepers and is dated in his reign. Sawai Jai Singh too followed the tradition 
of putting his special seal on some paintings of his choice.46 He is in standing 
position and wearing the long kurta and blue payjama. He is wearing the 
pagari on the head decorated with pearls. He is wearing the pearl mala and 
yellow shoes in foot.47  
Plate 19: The Sukh Niwas was built by Maharaja Sawai Pratap Singh for rest 
and relaxation. A small room in it contains wall paintings. The Maharaja was a 
devotee of Krishna and had painted him here with Radha and the Gopis of 
Vrindavan on the bank of Yamuna. 
43  A.K. Coomarswamya, op.cit., p.84. 
44  See on photograph (Plate 18). 
45  Chandramani Singh, Textiles and Costumers, MSMS II Museum, Trusted City Palace, Jaipur, 
1979, p. XXIII. 
46  Public Works Report for the year 1888, p. 4. 
47  See at Photograph (Plate 19) 
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Plate-20: Shri Nathji is also painted in rather formal pose.48 Siva seated with 
his family is shown with Ganga coming out of his hair. Ganesha, his son, a 
harbinger of harmony, is also included here. An interesting illustration depicts 
the trinity of Vishnu, Brahma and Shiva seated on a same circle of homage in 
front of the trinity49.    
Plate-21: The most striking paintings are devoted to the depiction of animal 
fights. There are five panels devoted to this subject-the audience in the act of 
watching bulls, horses, elephants fighting each other. The Maharaja and his 
courtiers and the inmates of the palaces, all seem to be egging on their 
favourite animals to ferocious combat creating great excitement and movement. 
The pale green background gives a poetic touch to the excitements.50   
Plate-22: The wall paintings of Jaipur city are attractive and famous for its art. 
Every wall was painted with the floral designs. Gates are decorated with floral 
and human figures. Original Tasu flowers colour are used on walls and gates.51 
FEATURES 
 The Jaipur paintings are extremely rich in colour schemes, designs and 
themes. The artists demonstrated their art on papers, walls and clothes. The 
Radha-Krishna and human figures are the dominant characteristics of this 
school. The colours are natural made with Tasu and other flowers. These 
naturally made colours were used on all kinds of paintings. Their fastness and 
brightness is still intact maintaining the same liveliness. 
48  Ashok Kumar Das, Cf. Splider of Mughal Painting, Bombay, 1986. 
49  Krishna Chaitanya, Cf. Pahari Painting, India, Delhi, 1984. 
50  Census Report for Jaipur state for 1901, pp. 144-149. 
51  Physical survey at the site PSSM (Plate 22). 
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 The proper proportion in depiction of nature’s scenes and the human 
figures is another remarkable characteristic of this school.  
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 Chapter 4 
ARCHITECTURE OF ROYAL 
PALACES 
Chapter 4 
ARCHITECTURE OF BUILDINGS (ROYAL PALACES) 
During the Rajput period the building of palaces, schools, and colleges 
were aimed to provide security, residence and leisure for rajas, their women 
and court. The palaces of that period show the development of different 
architectural styles in great imaginative invention. The Rajputs were 
concentrated in the western and central part of northern India, which later 
covered by the region of Rajasthan and some parts of Madhya Pradesh. It may 
not be denied that the architecture of their buildings is largely based on their 
cultural and traditional values.1 
The Hindus did not construct huge monuments before the advent of 
Muslims in India and they had no architectural traditions of their own. It is a 
common belief that the Rajputs style in Hindu art generally speaking flourished 
during the Muslim period. Hence, it can also be termed as late Hindu 
architecture. However, there are both literary and archeological evidences to 
prove that many such buildings like king Ashoka’s palace at Patliputra, the 
temples of the Gupta Age, the royal palace (Raj Bhawan) of Harshvardhan and 
other Jain and Buddhist monuments from which the concept and ideas for the 
Rajput architecture of our period was derived, were constructed in the ancient 
period of India. In fact, the Rajputs had developed close relations with the 
Mughal emperors. The Mughals had allowed the Rajputs to have considerable 
autonomy and also the religious freedom. The Mughals were more tolerant as 
1  G.H.R. Tillotson, The Rajput palaces, Delhi, Oxford University & Press, Madras, 1987, p. 4.  
                                                          
compared to their processors of the Sultanate period. This provided political 
stability to the Rajput states which truly helped in the advancement of art and 
architecture. It is owing to the patronage of the Mughals that the Rajput school 
of architecture reached its peak during the period concerned.2 
The Rajput style forts and palaces consist of a large complex as a part of 
principal building. The Zanana (female quarters) and the Mardana (male 
quarters) are the two sections of the palace or the fort complex and they are 
broadly divided in two parts. The Zanana complex lies in the interior portion 
and has a separate entrance. It has separate apartments usually with Jali work 
for the queens and their relations. The Mardana complex is the most beautiful 
part of the palace. It is worth mentioning since it is the most beautiful part of 
the palace. The Mardana part of the palace lies on the outer reaches of the 
palace. While both the Zanana and Mardana had separate temples for worship. 
The Mardana often included the office, sileh khana, kapadwara, stables etc. 
The palace also had a number of small apartments meant for the concubines, 
the servants and other staff. These apartments lie in the interior and are plunged 
into darkness without any consideration to the ventilation and light. The palace 
complexes of Rajput style are usually by successive courtyards were irregular 
in size and shapes and provided suitable settings to entertain the royal guests 
and for celebrating religious festivals. High walls in the courtyards of the 
palace prevented the women folk in purdah  (veil) from being seen walking on 
the roof tops. Palaces built in between the lakes were called Jal Mahal in 
2  Dharampal, Indian Science and Technology in 18th Century, Delhi, 1971, p. 7. 
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Jaipur. From time to time the names were often changed by the successive 
rulers of the time. Long and narrow, covered and uncovered passages or ramps 
connected the palace complexes and other buildings. These passages also 
served as escape tunnels. Being narrow enough these allowed only a single 
flight of men to enter; restricting the use of arms and this increased the strategic 
importance of such passages in forts and palaces.3 
Havelies constructed by nobles and rich merchants are also an important 
feature of the Rajput school of architecture. The Havelies of Shekhawati region 
and the Patwon ki Haveli are undoubtedly the finest examples of this form. 
Gardens, lakes, streams, open pavilions and enclosed buildings were used for 
outing or shooting and huntings. 
Under the patronage of the Rajputs rulers flourished Hindu traditions, 
the Rajput school of architecture is only manifestation of it. In the process of 
advancement of Indo-Islamic architecture the Mughal architecture is one phase. 
Since both the school flourished simultaneously, both the styles had common 
feature but they are different in more ways. Both the schools used the trabeate 
and accurate execution of the techniques of construction thus there was a 
confluence and convergence of the two diverse traditions and cultures.4 
Hindu traditions influenced almost all the buildings of the Mughal 
period. The details and forms have been borrowed from the Rajput palaces as 
in Fatehpur Sikri. The Mughals borrowed the corbel capitals, small brackets, 
chajja and other details from the traditional style. The Mughal influence on the 
3  The Astronomicals program of Raja Sawai Jai Singh II and its historical context, 1974, p.8 
4  G.R. Tilotson, Op.cit., p.10. 
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architecture of Rajput palaces is also quite evident. The Diwan-i-Aam of the 
city palace of Jaipur perfectly tunes with the Mughal traditions. 
Mostly Hindu masons and craftsmen were employed for the construction 
of monuments all through the medieval period of history. These craftsmen 
introduced the Hindu forms and themes in the buildings of the Indo-Islamic 
patrons. The palaces of Rajput and the Mughal styles were divided into two 
sections the Zanana and Mardana. The most important characteristic of both 
the styles is the introduction of the cusped arches. Though such arches were 
used in the pre-Muslim period but it was only in Mughal period that this form 
reached a state of maturity of perfection. They are best executed in the Mughal 
Palaces at Agra, Delhi, and in Rajput palaces at Amber, Jaipur, Udaipur, 
Jodhpur, Bikaner and Bundi.5 
The Mughals adopted the Islamic forms for decoration with refinement 
and elegance by using semi-precious stone. The Rajputs depended more on the 
local folk traditions with more dramatic and picturesque effects. The Mughal 
palaces consist of a number of separate buildings divided by platforms and 
gardens. But the Rajput palaces consist of single continuous mass of 
fortification. The city palace Jaipur is an exception, being influenced by the 
Mughal planning. The Mughal palaces, unlike the Rajput palaces, are not part 
of the fortified walls around but are detached from them. The Palaces at Agra 
are also exceptions which were influenced by the Rajput style. The Rajput and 
the Mughal schools developed side by side with mutual adjustments. Thus the 
5  G.R. Kaye, Zij Muhammad Shah preserved in State Archive of Bikaner, p. 17 
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Mughal and the Rajput styles are associated with the architectural techniques 
patronized by the Mughals and Rajputs to suit their tastes and requirements.6 
City Palace:  
     In the central-northern part of the Jaipur city, the city palace is situated. It is 
laid in a grid pattern with wide avenues. The Chandra Mahal, Mubarak Mahal, 
Mukut Mahal, Maharani's Palace, Govind temple etc., are the most visited 
structures in this complex. In the 18th century this palace was built, much of its 
design conform to the Rajput palace tradition. This palace involves indigenous 
conceptioned sequence of enclosures of increasing impenetrability from public 
outer sphere to inner apartments of the Rajas. The enclosures are seen as 
concentric zones and marked by own boundary wall. Courtyards are in a linear 
series. When approaching from the main gate, visitor finds a sequence of seven 
gates.  The first being the sirehdeorhi or the boundary door located at the centre 
of eastern side of the palace Sarhad. 7 
The conventional and auspicious seven fold scheme, resolved 
horizontally has been applied vertically too. The Shastric texts specify the 
importance of seven stories for the palace of Kshatriya kings and the Chandra 
Mahal is one of the few Rajput palaces to achieve this paradigmatic number.     
There is Pritam Niwas with a small audience hall on the ground floor in 
its center. The other two stories are occupied by Sukh Niwas of double height 
internally but expressed as two stories on the outer facade. Above this is the 
6  A. Rahman, Science and Technology in Indian Culture, New Delhi, 1989, p. 26 
7  James Tod, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan or the Central and Western Rajput State of India, 
vol. I & II, Delhi, 1978. 
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Rangmahal also known as Sabha Niwas with glass work and then the Chhavi 
Niwas with blue painted interiors, Shri Niwas with the Sheesh Mahal (palace of 
mirrors) and finally the crowning painting of Mukut Mandir. The forms and 
motifs  that make up the language of this architecture such as column, arch, 
opening and balcony - all  pertain  to  Rajput palace tradition and is having 
original character. The order or the style of architecture reflected here is of a 
regional character. 8 
Plate -1:- It is the first and main gate of city palace meant for entrance by the 
queens and Maharaja exclusively as told by the residents there. This gate is 
partly opened only. This gate is made of curved arches and four arches have 
been used here. 
The gate was built the Sawai Jai Singh II. On its porch, the designs of 
flowers and leaves have been carved. And on the other arch creepers  have been 
well designed, in the center there is statue of god which was hard enough to 
trace. The door has been projected by the balcony. Under the balcony there 
have been brackets with a half dome structure visible there. On the both sides 
of the door, we find windows which are adorned with balconies, canopies, 
stone railings and pillars. Just behind we see well designed foliated arches 
painted in yellow color. Heavy wooden gate is here to safeguard it well.9 
Plate -2:- It is the second entrance gate for the city palace but it has no 
decoration at all. Presently this gate is used by the public. Here we find the 
8  Frances Brunel – Rajasthan, Partis Archived Imprimesurless Press, p. 4  
9  Report of the Rajasthan Capital Enquiry Committee, 1958, p. 43. 
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same kind of heavy wooden gate and it has been painted in simple yellow 
color.10 
Plate-3:- Riddhi Siddhi pole Entrance gate  of Pritam Niwas (City palace) : 
On the right side of the Diwan-i-Khas, there are two palaces called the 
Nila Mahal and the Pritam Niwas. There is a multifoliated entrance made of 
white marble. Both sides of the entrance are provided with two Jali windows. 
This is a double story building.There is an open verandah on both sides of the 
gate on the ground floor. The Jharokha’s were meant for ladies while the 
verandah was used for Darbans. The net windows were meant for fresh air and 
ventilation. The windows were decorated with miniature paintings. Many of 
them are double arches with one are of foils at the rear another. On such a 
small level it turns arches into frills.11 
Plate-4:- Outer Courtyard of City Palace: The façade of the Outer Courtyard 
is a pointed triple arched gate. There are two pillars with rings on both corners 
of the gate. It resemble like a mosque.  Two windows on both sides are resting 
on the bracket. A chajja (eves) is toped by stone decorated railing on the right 
corner of the roof. The gate covering on the brackets.12 
Plate-5:- Diwan-i-Aam Chowk: Diwan-i-Aam (Sabha Niwas) is an 
enchanting chamber which is painted in rich red and gold colors.  It is one of 
the most symmetric building of city palace in Jaipur. It was built in 
(1730A.D.). During this period when Mughal empire was in state of decline 
10  Dashath Sharma, Lectures on Rajput History and Culture, Delhi, 1977, p. 10  
11  Physical Survey of the site and Monuments herself (PSSM) (Plate 3) 
12  Some account of Astronomical Labours of Jaya Sinha, Jaipur, 1799, p. 177. 
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and the craftsmen were leaving the Mughal capitals as to seek new patronage at 
the flourishing Rajput courts. Sawai Jai Singh II was only patron who could 
attract an imperial craftsmen. And then Diwan-i-Aam was constructed. 
Presently, an art gallery enthralling painted colorful ceiling and handwritten 
manuscripts of Hindu scriptures, Golden throne  seat of maharaja, at the entry 
gate of this hall, two large elephants made by marble rock are on display.  
 During physical survey of the site, I saw an entry gate as well as the 
view of several Jharokas which is  painted in red sharp  color that attracts 
passerby at a glance. Well designed arch gates with double stone pillars covers 
the outer front of Diwan-i-Aam hall. Apart from it white border line in different 
series enhances the level of its beauty.13 
Plate-6:- Diwan-i-Khas:- Diwan-i-khas  is also known as private audience hall 
of the maharajas which is also a center of attraction for the tourists and other  
visitors who come to visit the City palace.  It is a marble floored chamber 
located between armoury and art gallery.  On the other hand it is also known as 
Sarvotrabhadra Hall. The architecture of Diwan-i-Khas is based on simple plan. 
Though the design is superimposed on the picnic surrounding. It gives an 
intuition of niches essentially engraved on them. The rectangle pavilion of 
Diwan-i-Khas has four small rooms on each corner  and beside light posts just 
about it. The double column of Diwan-i-Khas is made of marbles. There is 
stairs at the north east of the porch which leads to the Baradari on the roof top 
everywhere.  
13  James Tod, op.cit. 
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Another thing which is also a center of attraction is Two huge silver 
vessels of 1.6 meter height with the capacity of 4000 liters displayed at that 
site. The vessels are made by 14000 melted silver coins without soldering.14 
Plate-7 :- The view of Maury gate-This gate is situated in city palace’s 
courtyard . It is called a Maury gate . Its architecture is very beautiful and 
unique. Its arched façade is made of marble. Its facing is covered with wood. It 
is decorated in Rajasthani style. Two human figures are painted on both sides 
of the gate. Six peacocks are depicted on this side of painted doorways each 
representing a different season. There is a magnificent peacock gate which 
dedicated to autumn and lord Vishnu.15 
Plate-8:- View of Chandra Mahal:  The Chandra Mahal is a part  of  the  city 
palace complex located in its western side. It is a four storyed building and 
each compartment is given a specific name. Such as the Sukh-Niwas, Ranga 
Mandir, Pritam Niwas, Chavi- Niwas,  Shri Niwas, and Mukut Mandir or 
Mukut Mahal. Now it has become the residence of the descendants of the 
former rulers of Jaipur. It was constructed by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II.   
The ground floor of Chandra Mahal accommodates the Maharaja Sawai 
Man Singh II museum, while the third floor holds the dining room. The fourth 
floor exhibits mirror walls where the king can enjoy the glittering of light on 
the dark. The fifth floor is the Maharaja’s retreat in the rainy season and in the 
sixth floor one can enjoy the wonderful view of the jagged hills. The seventh 
floor of Chandra Mahal is called as the crown building. The Mukut Niwas is a 
14  William Jones, Asiatick Researches, Calcutta, 1792, pp. 151-155.  
15  Historical document, Kapad dwara, Jaipur, p. 29. 
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big open porch built of marble. The arrangement of its dome a bengaldar 
covering flanked by surrounding domes which shares a frequent eve. All these 
stories have balconies on the outside. The features are too diminutive for 
facades of such extent the balconies and the chajjas literally than characterized 
the architectural form. This is the first occurrence of Mughal architecture 
influencing the overall planning of Rajput palace precisely that attribute. It 
contains many unique paintings mirror work on wall and floral decoration. This 
place exhibits, beautiful marvelous paintings, mirror walls and highly 
decorated ceiling. Each floor displays the royal elegance and has got a distinct 
name and is a place of beauty and luxury.16 
Plate-9:- Outer gate of City Palace: It is pointed triple arched entrance fitted 
with wooden gate. Both sides of the gate have double storied open chambers 
meant for guards. This entrance near Hawa Mahal leads on to City Palace. 
There are eves resting on the decorated brackets. There are six windows over 
the Chhaja.17 
Hawa Mahal: The Hawa Mahal is situated in right middle of Johari Bazar 
near the Bari Chopar adjacent to the City Palace. It was built by Sawai Pratap 
Singh and designed by Lalachand in 1798-1803. Entry to the Hawa Mahal from 
the City Palace through an imperial door. It opens into a large courtyard, which 
has double storyed buildings on three sides, with the Hawa Mahal enclosing it 
on the east side.    
16  Report of the Public Instructions in the Jaipur State for the year ending 31.3.1898, p. 17. 
17  Jai Narayan Ashoka, Town Planning in Jaipur, Jaipur, 1982, pp. 43-47. 
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Many experiment works in which the Hindu and Islamic traditions have 
been combined were created. Extraordinary experiment has been made to 
create a building suited to the hot climate of Rajasthan. This palace is in the 
shape of five –story pyramidal shaped monument that rises to a height of 50 
feet (15m) from the high base. The top three floors have a dimension of one 
room width while the first and second have portico in front of them on the rear 
side of the structure. When seen from the front side it looks like a honeycomb 
built with portholes. Each porthole has a miniature window and has carved 
sandstone grills and domes. It is a veritable mass of semioctagonal bays and 
gives the monument its unique façade. On the back side of the building the 
inner face has chambers built with pillars and corridors with least ornamation 
and reach up to the top floor. The inner part of the Mahal has been claimed as  
having rooms of different coloured marbles relived by inlaid panels or gilding 
while fountain decorate the center of the courtyard.  
Plate-10: This entrance gate in shape of Mukut (crown) of Lord Krishna. 
The entire façade has a perforated screen by creating over fifty slight raised 
pavilions  each having a half oriel windows. These were to allow little breeze 
to the waft through those hundred projected Jali windows. The half raised 
pavilions are covered by little domes and curvilinear roofs whilst the openings 
are arched shaped. The façade of this gate is in east side . There are 365 small 
windows with exquisite jali work  arch way and domes as well as 320 gold 
plated Kalash of copper which can be seen from the avenue below.18 
18  Report on Public Instructions in the Jaipur state for the year ending 31.12.1905, p. 20. 
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This gate is decorated with pink and white colour. Projected net 
windows are in this gate. Two sides of this gate are decorated with kiosk. These 
windows are covered with colorful glasses. The wall pillars are painted with 
half domes technique. Small balconies and arched roofs with hanging cornices 
exquisitely modelled and carved. 
Façade with intricately engraved open work screens through which the 
prince and ladies of the court could watch without being seen by the outside 
people the processions in the street lower on the event of the festival.19 
 Plate-11: These windows have been built in the passage to go up. The 
windows have been covered with the wooden gate. It was used occasionally on 
festivals only. It is guessed that during the festivals, the queen might be looking 
the fates-n-fairs from these windows. These windows are well adorned with 
lattices (nets) in red stone. It was usually used for light–n-breeze. These 
window walls have been shaped as arch and are in white color while windows 
have been painted in yellow color.20 
 Plate -12:- (Prakash Mandir) : It is a part of the first floor. Its structure gives 
the impression of a temple. It has golden plated rods and its half-dome design 
resembles with the structure of a Gurudwara. It has been built with curved 
arches and pillars. Here no statue of God could be seen. Hence, it can be 
concluded that this place could not be used for worship purpose. Wooden small 
doors are there with lattice worked windows. The local residents say that it had 
19  Francis Brunel,  op.cit. pp.1 
20  Report on the Public Instructions in the Jaipur state fr the year ending 31st March, 1898, p. 16. 
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been usually used as a shelter from rain water and from the hard- sun  and this 
may be the reason as to why this is called as Prakash Mandir.21 
Plate -13:- Ramp stairs: In the upper courtyard near by a ramp which leads to 
all the five stories of the Hawa Mahal. There are open terraces in front of the 
rounds of the rooms of the second and third stories of the building. There is a 
terrace on the fourth storey in the centre. The fifth storey is tapering from the 
top which gives the building a pyramidal shape resembling the shikharas of 
temples common in the sacrosanct Hindu architecture. This ramp is the passage 
leading to made of red stone.22 
Plate - 14:-  Vichitra Mandir - Vichitra Mandir is also the magnificiant part 
of Hawa Mahal building. It was fabricated with foliated arches and pillars. It 
was used as a gallery passage. It is shaped in covered arch shape and in the mid 
of there is peep – through (jharoka) like structure. It is all made in red 
sandstone. The whole of the gallery is painted in yellow color. 23 
Plate – 15:-  Open courtyard of Hawa Mahal- Along with the fountain a tank 
has been built. It is made with white marble and is situated on the opposite side 
of Sharad Mandir on the ground floor. It amazes to know that the total drainage 
system has been built underground to keep the filth and dirty drains out of 
21  Debi Prasad Chattopadhyay,  For details of the development of brick technology, see Science and 
Technology, Indian Culture, preserved in City Palace. 
22  Notes on Jaipur (1916), p. 94. 
23  Report on the public Instructions in the Jaipur State for the year ending 31 March 1898, p. 16. 
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sight. This fountain was well in use during the summer season, even the sight 
of it gives us a feeling of cool breeze.24 
Plate – 16-: Chandrapole of Hawa Mahal - It is temple shaped interior 
entrance of Hawa Mahal. The entrance built purely half white marble dome. 
There are two windows on both sides of the façade covered with the pillared 
chhatris. The façade is decorated with sculpture of God and Goddess like 
Shiva, Ganesha, Hanuman, Krishna etc. The wall is painted with pink color. 
The baradari exists on top of the façade .The stone arched railing is on the 
corner of roof.25 
Observatory of Jaipur 
In his introduction to Zij Jadid Muhammad Shahi, the methodology 
applied in the observatory of Jaipur has been well depicted by Jai Singh. It 
would be worthwhile to summarise it. 
 Firstly, Jai Singh noticed the discrepancies in the observed and 
calculated dates, he prepared himself for the task of reforming the calendar and 
requested emperor Muhammad Shah to allow him to work on it.  
 “Sawai Jai Singh, from the first dawning of reason in his mind and 
during its progress towards maturity, was entirely devoted to the study of 
mathematical science, and his mind was constantly directed to the solution of 
its most difficult problems: by the aid of the Supreme Artificer he obtained a 
thorough knowledge of its principles and rules”. 
24  Notes on Jaipur, 1916, p. 94. 
25  Ahrsatta Imarati, Bundle No. 3. 
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“He found that the calculation of places of the stars as obtained from 
tables in common use, such as the new tables of Sa’id Gurgani and Khaqani, 
and the Tasahilat-Mula Chand Akbar Shahi, and the Hindu books, and the 
European tables, in very many cases give them widely different from those 
determined by observation: especially in the appearance of new moons, the 
computation does not agree with observations”. 
The computation of the moon was particularly needed for fixing the 
dates of religious functions and festivals and perhaps for this reason Jai Singh 
emphasies this. 
Mohammad Shah agreed to the reform of the calendar in the following 
words, as stated by Jai Singh in his introduction to the Zij :  “He was pleased to   
reply, since you, who are learned in the mysteries of science, have a perfect 
knowledge of this matter, having assembled the astronomers and geometricians 
of the Faith of Islam, and the Brahmans and the Pandits and the astronomers of 
Europe, and having prepared all the apparatus of an observatory, do you so 
labour for the ascertaining of the point in question, that the disagreement 
between the calculated times of those phenomena and the times which they are 
observed to happen, may be rectified”. 
Secondly, in order to do so, he started collecting information about the 
latest developments in the sphere of astronomy in India, Central and West Asia, 
and   Europe.  The  books in his library speak of the range of information he 
had collected and the degree to which he became aware of the then 
contemporary developments, not only in astronomy but in other areas as well. 
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He sent emissaries to different parts of the world to collect books, possibly 
instruments and other material. In addition, he invited scientists and scholars to 
Jaipur to discuss with him personally problems which he may have in his mind 
as well as the development of knowledge. 
Thirdly, when the required material was gathered, he undertook the task 
of translations and asked scholars to translate important texts from different 
languages. There is no record available to indicate the translation of books 
from European languages — English, French, Portuguese —into any of the 
Indian languages. Two possible explanations which could be considered are: he 
may have used only the tables to compare with his own, or he might have got 
notes and summaries made and may have held discussions with those who were 
at his court and these were taken care of in writing his own material. 
Fourthly, he critically examined the then available astronomical and 
other instruments that were used in Asia, and after discovering the sources of 
their errors, developed his own. In this effort, he made a number of innovations 
to meet new requirements. This is evident from his introduction.  
“But finding the brass instruments did not come up to the ideas which he 
had formed of accuracy, became of the smallness of size, the want of divisions 
into minutes, the shaking and waring of their axes, the displacement of the 
centers of the circles, and shifting the planes of the instruments, he concluded 
the reason why the determination of the ancients, such as Hipparchus and 
Ptolemy, proved inaccurate must have been of this kind.  
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“Therefore, he constructed instrument of his own invention, such as Jai 
Prakash and Ram Yantra and Samrat Yantra, the semidiameter of which is of 
eighteen cubits and one minutes on it is a barley corn and a half – of stone and 
lime of perfect stability, with attention to the rule of geometry and adjustment 
to the meridian and to the  latitude of the place, and with care in measuring and 
fixing of them, so that the inaccuracies from the shaking of the circles and the 
inequality of the minutes might be corrected”. 
“He therefore, concluded, since the European astronomical instruments 
have not been constructed of such a size and so large diameters, the motions 
which have been observed with them may have deviated a little from the truth”. 
Another reason for establishing larger observatories, was to make the 
scientific effort visible and to draw the attention of people to science and 
through it bring about a scientific renaissance. 
Fifthly, he built observatories at a number of places. The purpose of 
having a number of observatories, as stated earlier, was two fold: (i) to make 
comparative measurements, and to correct errors which might creep in 
inadvertently in making observations at one place; (ii) to inculcate in people the 
spirit of observation, to motivate them to make observations, and thus to 
promote science. 
“This way the accurate method of constructing an observatory was 
established and the differences which had existed between the computed and 
observed places of the fixed stars and planets by means of observing their mean 
motions and observations were removed”.  
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“And in order to confirm the truth of these observations, he constructed 
instruments of the same kind in Sawai Jaipur, Mathura, Benaras and Ujjain”. 
“Therefore he determined to construct similar observatories in other 
large cities so that every person who is devoted to these studies, whenever he 
wanted to ascertain the place of a star or the relative situation of one star to 
another, might be these instruments observe the phenomena:. In the European 
developments he states: 
 “After seven years had been spent in this employment, information was 
received that about this time observatories had been constructed in Europe and 
the learned of the country were employed in the presentation of this work”. He 
sent Padre Manuel and obtained de la Hires tables and “on examining and 
comparing the calculations of these tables and with actual observations it 
appeared  that there was an error in the former in assigning moons place of half 
a degree. Although the error in the other planets was not so great, yet the times 
of solar and lunar eclipses he found to come out later or earlier than the truth by 
the fourth art of a ghari or fifteen palas”. 
Lastly, he made major contribution to trigonometry and improved the 
measurements, as briefly indicated earlier. In addition, three more dimensions 
are required to be stressed. 
Firstly, the development and use of architectural design in the 
construction of instruments and observatories. The observatories were made of 
brick, lime mortar and stone in the use of which the economy of material is 
taken care of. Further, there is a proper plan of locating each instrument in the 
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observatory complex which is to meet the requirement of the observation, as 
well as in its relation to the other instrument. 
By looking at the planning of the complex one also becomes aware, in 
addition to utility, of the aesthetics, which was art of the medieval life. The 
methodology followed in improving astronomy speaks of a systematic covering 
of every dimensions, from collecting literature, improving instruments, and 
building observatories to the developing of mathematics. It gives an idea of a 
precise mind, a mind which was both clear and confident of what was being 
done. Further, it also is indicative of a clear-cut plan and the objective which he 
appears to have in his mind. The objective does not appear to be simply 
compiling the tables, correcting the earlier observations and bringing into 
harmony the calculated and the observed phenomena. 
Lastly, in order to build these instruments he would have collected and 
trained a large number of technicians, who made the instruments to his design. 
In the case of masonic instruments, the making of arc and their graduation 
demanded high skill. Similarly, keeping the angles and slopes to the 
specification, as in Misra Yantra, or the graduation of the cylinder, outer walls, 
and the radiating benches, also demanded precision as well as expertise. In Jai 
Prakash, when the bowl was cut into two, another type of exactitude was 
required. All these speak highly of the developed skills—a fact which indicates 
the existence of a long tradition. 
In the making of iron and brass instruments, which are of large size, 
besides metallurgical skill and the capacity of foundaries, skill in marking the 
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instrument was also required. The existence of craftsmen who could execute 
such jobs and their skill is noteworthy. 
Sawai Jai Singh founded the largest stone observatory in the world. He 
was a great admirer of development and technology. There are fifteen large 
instruments here and many of them are still in working condition. Usually this 
observatory is known as Jantar Mantra of Jaipur. It is a futuristic geometrical 
structure comprising of a network of ramp and staircases topped by an 
immense gnomon 27.5 meters high standing between two graduated quadrants. 
Jai Singh and his schools star-grazing taking measurement and accurate 
calculations. At Delhi, Ujjain, Mathura and Banaras, Jai Singh had built similar 
observatories.26 
An enormous text, the Zij Muhammad Shahi which Jai Singh compiled 
late says, “Sawai Jai Singh from the first beginning of cause in his mind and 
during its development towards adulthood was completely constant to the study 
of mathematical science (astronomy) and the curvature of his mind was 
continuously aimed at to the explanation of its most intricate troubles by the aid 
of ultimate artities he obtained of its principles and rules” 27 
The exorbitant tables of his time had become outdated. He found that 
computation of star positions according to the tables in general use different 
writes, “His confined rationale of preparing new set of enormous tables. Jai 
26  Virndra Nath Sharma, Sawai Jai Singh and his Observatories, Jaipur Publication Scheme, 1997, 
p 3. 
27  Historical document, Kapad dwara, p. 11. 
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Singh initially constructed changing instruments according to the book of 
Islamic school of astronomy.28 
As compared with the actual position of sun, noon and other planets it 
was found that almanacs prepared on the basis of existing tables failed to give 
the correct position of the planets. The Zij Muhammad Shahi also contains 
tables. In the preface to the Zij Muhammad Shahi Jai Singh has written that –  
 “He found that the calculation of stars are obtained from the tables said 
Gurgani and Khagani and the Tashilat Mulchand Akbar Shahi and the Hindu 
books and European tables, had been widely different from real observations 
especially in the appearance of the new moons, the computation and which did 
not agree with observations”.29 
 Jai Singh planned originally for his five observatories and had a plan to 
get more observatories to make his countrymen interested in astronomical 
observation, however, in this attempt he never succeeded. Four observatories 
outside Jaipur fell into disuse after his death. Growse mentions “A little before 
the Mutiny, the buildings were sold to a government contactor Joti Prasad who 
destroyed them for the sake of materials.30 
The following masonary instruments are found in the Jaipur observatory 
–The Samrat Yantra, the Shashtamsa Yantra, The Rasi valaya Yantra, The Jai 
28  M.L. Sharma, Cf. History of Jaipur State, Jaipur, 1969. 
29 M.L. Sharma, History of Rajasthan, Delhi, 1971, pp. 10-11. 
30  A. Rehman, Maharaja Sawai Jaisingh II and Indian Renaissance, Navranj, New Delhi, 1987, 
p.13. 
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Prakash, Ram yantra, Other Masonary instruments in Jaipur are – the 
Narivalaya Yantra, Dakshinorithi Yantra, The Kapal Yantra.31 
Astronomy was a hobby rather a passion for Jai Singh which he 
anxiously purused for at least 15 to 16 years i.e. from the foundation of the 
Jaipur observatory near about 1718 to the completion of this observatory in 
1734. Not much is known about his group from where Jai Singh learned 
astronomy as mentioned by the Ishwaravilas Mahakavya32 
We may summarize Jai Singh’s achievements in astronomy as follows – 
With the help of the Samrat Yantra he found out the declination of the 
ecliptic very accurately. This yantra was designed by Jai Singh himself. He 
again found out by actual observation an accurate figure of the annual precision 
of the equinoxes. 
He revised the star catalogue of Ulugh Beg. This was, of course, a 
mechanical work once the average change in the longitudes of the stars since 
the time of Ulugh Beg had been determined by observations.  
With the purpose to make almanac makers to give the correct position of 
the planets he got certain tables prepared giving their positions in the various 
years.33  
Plate 17:- Rasivalaya:  It is situated to the west of the great Samrat adjacent to 
the south boundary wall of the observatory on a  41 meter extensive and 39 
meter broad sand- stone floor. White marble slabs are becoming yellow with 
31 . Administration Report of the Jaipur State for the year 1926-27 and 1927-28. 
32 . P.K. Acharya, Indian Architecture, Allahabad, 1927, p. 17. 
33 . William Jones, op.cit., p. 18. 
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age. The gnoman scales are separated into degree and minutes, may read 
autonomy upto 60 degree on more over elevation of the ecliptic. The 
instruments had been obviously repaired during the reign of Sawai Ram Singh 
in 1870 beside with the further apparatus repaired at that time. The repair work 
was inappropriately done conversely and garret had extensive complexity in 
deciphering Rasivalayas accurate purpose.34 
Plate number 18:- Samrat Yantra small Sundial -The walls that make the 
gnoman the upper edge of the walls making an angle of 27 degree with 
horizontal, which is the latitude of Jaipur. The scales are made of marble. 
Samrat Yantra a gigantic sundial is the largest Sundial in the world.  
 27 meters is a height of gnoman and the base length is about 45 meter to 
enquire accuracy of 20 seconds, it can give Jaipur’s local time. This yantra 
differs significantly in façade starting the other Samrat of Jai Singh. 
 The triangular meridian wall of the samrat is 1.29 m wide, 6.9 m tall 
gnoman of the instrument is 14.725 m long and inclined at angle in the region 
of 27.30 with the horizontal. A gateway of stair-case runs in the middle of the 
gnoman diagonals. Also the white marble on which declination blank have 
been engraved in the yantra. These scales are divided into degrees and minutes. 
The divisions have been field with escort and thus afford delightful difference 
with the marble base. Devnagri has been used in marking the divisions in 
writing. The partition method in hour, minutes and seconds.35 
34  Notes on Jaipur, p. 91. 
35  Jaipur Hitashi, 1941-42, p. 23. 
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Plate 19:- Ram Yantra:  In Jantar Mantar at Jaipur Ram yantra is made of 
circular walls and the floor graduated observing attitude and azimuth of the 
heavily bodies. There are two cylinders each with longitudinal gaps. Through 
these gaps one views the instruments easily whether there is a gap in one 
cylinder or there is solid material in the other. A Ram Yantra building may be 
viewed as a set of equally spaced columns importance in a surround and fixed 
together with a parallel stone work area by the side of the top. The sectors can 
be made of white sand-stone, supported by perpendicular slaps underdeveloped 
on a masonry floor. The upper surface of the area some place the azimuth and 
elevation balance are decorated is about 1.12 meter beyond the floor. The 
interior walls of the vertical columns are surfaced with marble engraved with 
perpendicular and straight scales. The section of the columns is impressed with 
scale of 3.45 meter elevated as measured from the radial sectors. The side walls 
of the columns carry 3 slots, every slot for inserting inexpressive blanks for the 
viewer to sit on while taking night time reading. The two vertical sides of every 
sector on the other hand are sub-divided into record so that small division can 
be measured.36 
 Plate- 20:- The Sasthamsa Chamber - There are on the whole four units of 
Sasthamsa at Jaipur. They are located within the superior chambers on equal 
sides of the great samrat. The instruments within the chambers are available 
from small side doors from the north. These chambers are not completely dark 
but have miniature stone interior gate work high above to let some sunshine in. 
36  Dharmpal, op.cit., p. 18. 
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These chambers are included into two units of the sasthamsa or sixty degree 
scales each along their two east and west walls. Some 9mt. from the ground 
and high above a scales south end is surrounded its metal cover. Through pin-
hole initially the scales have been decorated on a horizontal faced of lime 
plaster. The scales are separated into degrees and minutes in that way generous 
the instrument a potential of measuring down to 1 of arc. The Sasthamsa of 
Jaipur is by far away the most susceptible and simple to use instrument of Jai 
Singh’s observatories. The pin–hole figure of the such declining on the dial of 
the instrument is frequently sharp and accurate.37 
Plate- 21:- The Unnatmsa Yantra of Jaipur’s Jantra Mantra 
 The Unnatmsa Yantra is located in the north frontier wall of the 
observatory. To the north frontier wall of the observatory it is located. The 
instrument is fundamentally a large circular ring suspended as of a wooden 
beam undeveloped two enormous stone work pillars concerning 7m.tall and 
1.5m. wide. The pillars situated beside a column which is tending at a point of 
view of 12 degrees to the north-south   direction. Between the pillars, the plate 
form has superficial building material well spherical in outline and having a 
distance of 5.68m. The ring has two fractions beams anywhere the middle of 
the ring too line there is a whole for growing a finding tube.38 
 Plate – 22:-Kapali Yantra  - Two bowl shaped sharp hemispheres are there 
with the map of the universe engraved. Two wires are put along the diameters 
37  A. Rehman, op.cit., p. 19. 
38  R.A. Agarwal, Cf. History Art and Architecture of Jaisalmer, Delhi, 1979. 
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of the circle at the edge of the instrument. These wires are right angled to each 
other and the projection of the point intersection gives the position of such 
along with other celestial objects. By this instrument we can know the position 
of sun and stars engraved inside the instrument.39 
 Plate- 23:- Krantiwritta: This Yantra has two brass circles pivoted with an 
angle of 23.5 degrees between them. The base circle is parallel to the celestial 
equatorial plane by which the outer circle can be rotated and aligned to the 
celestial objects. The celestial latitude and the longitude of object can easily 
and accurately be found out.40 
Plate – 24:- Jai Prakash Yantra: On a centrally located masonry platform, 
20.5 m. long, 11.22 m. wide and 30 to 90 cm above the surrounding ground 
level, the Jaya Prakash Yantra has been constructed. It consist of two 
complimentary hemispheric bowls, concave upwards, 5.44m in diameter, laid 
out in North –South direction . The hemispheres are surfaced in marble and 
have entryways on the east and west sides of the platform.  There is a drainage 
hole at the bottom of the each bowl. To the west of the Jaya Prakash, the too 
kapals are located on a 13.96 m. long and 7.88 m wide, and one- half meter 
high east – west platform. The kapals are two concave non- complementary 
hemispherical bowls with a diameter of 3.46m.each. The instruments differ 
considerably with each other in engraving and purpose. In fact, their surfaces 
39  B.D. Agarwal, Cf. Jodhpur Rajasthan District Gazetteer, Jaipur, 1979. 
40  G.R. Kaye, The Astronomical Observatories of Jai Singh, Calcutta, 1967, p. 45. 
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have been finished entirely in white marble. At the bottom drainage holes, one 
each is provided.41 
Plate- 25:-Great Samrat Yantra of Jaipur:- The most magnificent formation 
of the Jaipur observatory is great Samrat Yantra of Jaipur. The apparatus 
measures a 44.5 mtr long and 40.3 mtr extensive 3.5mtr lower approximately 
attitude that is lined with sandstone plaster.  This is built in part below position 
point so that the boundaries of the quadrants evaluation 6’oclock may not be 
exceedingly above the limited horizon. A charming belvedere a top the gnoman 
decorated the structure. The gnoman boundaries of the instruments were 
formally impressed in red stone and quadrant exterior in splash. The collective 
measurement of the wall with the flight of steps and the quadrants is about 5.23 
mtr. A number of arch ways attach the square on both side of quadrants.42 
Plate -26 :- Nadivalya Yantra  
 Nadivalya Yantra has two dials, one facing north and the other facing 
south, both have been parallel to the equatorial plane. When the sun is in the 
northern hemisphere between the March equinox and on the September 
equinox, the dial facing north gets sunlight. The local time can be read by 
seeing the shadow of the rod on dial.43 
 
41  Archaeological survey of India, Reports of the Archaeological Survey of India, Cunningham, 
Simla, 1871-87. 
42  Historical document, op.cit., p. 53. 
43  Percy Brown, Indian Architecture, Bombay 1942, p. 48. 
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 Chapter 5 
ARCHITECTURE OF PRIVATE 
HOUSES AND TEMPLES 
CHAPTER 5 
ARCHITECTURE OF- PRIVATE HOUSES AND TEMPLES  
Plate-1:- Havelies: To allot Havelies was within the power of Maharaja 
himself only. Maharaja Man Singh II founded all the ancient buildings 
(Havelies) in 18th century. We can find some Havelies still in coordination as 
earlier Choti RANI Ji ka  Nohara . It is called (Puran Singh Ji Ki Haveli). Saras 
Haveli, Khawas ji ki haveli etc. All of these are situated at Chotti Chopar and 
at Bari Chopar.  
 Maharaja Man Singh had Raja Udai Singh as his legal advisor. This 
Haveli was allotted to Raja Udai Singh by Maharaja Man Singh. As per the 
plan it is a seven Chowk Haveli which  has been divided now.1 
Plate-2:- Bari Rani ji ki Haveli  : This building is situated near the Gangori 
Market. The building had been made for the residence purpose of the servants 
of the Rani and that’s why it is known as “Rani Ji ka Nohara”.  Its 
measurement is 79.6 x 153.6 ft . There are 11 rooms with two open courtyards 
and an open façade towards the southern side of building. That consists of 
kitchen, store and it is triple story building. The same construction is on first 
floor. 2 
Plate – 3: This is the entrance of the building. The gate is covered by double 
arches. At the front of the gate is the statute of Lord Ganesh and it has shown 
as giving blessing to the visitors. The material used to build buildings are 
1 . Physical survey of the site and Monuments  (Hereafter PSSM) (Plate 1) 
2  PSSM (Plate 2) 
                                                          
bricks, cement plaster painted by red color. But now the color has faded and 
lost is former elegance.3 
Plate – 4: There are two wooden windows in the entrance of the building. The 
sides of windows have shape of pillars and are kess decorated. Arches are there 
on the upper side of windows and are painted with white limestone and 
protected by eve and there are also iron grilled windows. Further, there are two 
windows, one is made by net-work of cement and the other is made of wood. 
The same arch is given on the iron grilled windows. By perusing these 
windows it may be assumed that this portion was used by gents. The side wall 
is made by double designed arches. The border is painted by white color and 
rest of the wall is painted by yellow color. The walls are protected by eaves.4 
Plate- 5: This visible part is the first floor courtyard called as a ladies 
apartment. The three lattice windows are foliated on the wall by which is seen 
the outer view of the building. The walls protected by simple eaves. Then next 
is the ladies bath covered by see and floor ceiling. The building has not been 
renovated and hence the building is standing in its original position.5 
Plate -6:  The first wall is decorated by foliated arches. There are three 
windows which have arch shapes and decorated by lattice work. The doors of 
windows are made of wood. The third window designed by net is at upper side 
and rest is open. On the upper side of wall there are five windows. The first 
window is bigger than the other two side windows. These are two windows for 
3  Report on Public Instruction in Jaipur state for the year ending 31.3.1904, p. 16. 
4 . Report on the Administration of Jaipur state for the years 1926-27 and 1927-28, p. 57. 
5  PSSM (Plates 3, 4 & 5) 
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light called “Roshan Dan”. All these windows in the shape of triple arches 
with net are made by stone and cement. The walls are painted with white lime 
stone and the small holes are there for draining out the rain water from the 
portion.6  
Plate -7: This floor is made for living purpose and is covered by boundary 
walls and is painted by white color.7 
Plate -8:  It is the back view of the building which is made of foliated arches 
designed. These are stone pillars with iron grills as railings. The first and 
second floor is protected by eaves which rest on brackets .The wall is painted 
with white and red color.8 
Plate-9:-Raja Udai Singh Ji ki Haveli : The gate of entrance is made of 
double arches and black wood. After passing through the entrance, we find a 
little open space and ground floor as well as two-story building. On the other 
hand after ground floor, a baggi house is located at a side where the ancient 
people used to park their baggi  at that time. On the front, there are three doors 
which are based on four marble pillars and are decorated by foliated arches. 
Then there are three doors on the eaves to protect to the wall and the eaves are 
adorned with brackets. The wall has been painted in yellow color.9 
Plate – 10: Here is a second entrance gate where we find some pictures which 
show us as battle scene and on the other hand two statues on both sides due to 
6 . Jaipur Hitaishi, December-January 1941, p. 300. 
7 . Information obtained from the District Aurvedic Office, Jaipur. 
8  Jaipur State Public Works Report for the year ending 31 March 1883, p. 32. 
9  PSSM (Plate 6, 7, 8 & 9). 
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the long time survive. The door is triple arched gate and some leaves and 
flower design are here for its beautification.10 
Plate- 11:  The first floor structure is same as ground floor and the floor is 
protected by a railing while on the other hand a gallery is left. Then there is hall 
having three gates of similar size on the front. And at the entrance of the room, 
we find four marble pillars which are excellent in shape.11 
Plate-12:-Khawas ji ki Haveli : Opposite to City Palace, this Haveli is 
situated. One of the most respected noble of Raja Man Singh was Khawas ji. 
The land was allotted for his residence. It was neither renovated nor it was 
painted after the construction of this building. It has two stories.12 
Mention in the map – This building consists of eight rooms with a big hall, 
one store-room and one kitchen. The area of Haveli is 85 x 96.3  ft. and in the 
middle of the Haveli there is one open courtyard surrounded by the constructed 
part of the Haveli. The construction of the first floor and the ground floor is the 
same. One stair is constructed there for the first floor. The first floor is 
surrounded by several balconies.13 
 Plate-13:  Four arches are there at this entrance gate. Three carved arches are 
there and one is foliated arch. The external arch is foliated and carved arches 
are covered. The gate is simple in design and both of sides have two covered 
places supported on cemented pillars for Darbans (gate keepers). The big gate 
10  Census Report of 1931, p. 8. 
11  Census Report of 1941, p. 10. 
12  PSSM (Plate 10, 11 & 12) 
13  See on the map  
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was built for the entry of the Army and artillary, elephant, horses, Rathas and 
Palakis. Both sides of the gate were covered to protect the Darbans on service.  
The outer and the inner side of the gate is painted with white color but the outer 
side of Haveli is painted with pink –color. The decoration is simple.14 
 Plate -14: In the inner part of building with big courtyard in the middle can be 
used as garage for bagghis, Rathas, etc. The first floor is based on railings and 
beams. Brackets are the decorative part of the building.15 
 Plate -15:  This is the first floor of Haveli for entry there are three gates joined 
by four cemented pillars.  The gates are triple arched and built by eaves and 
brackets. There is hall in the entrance. The gate is painted with white and 
yellow colors. The approach of gate from staircase is by a gallery. 16 
Plate -16:  There are three gates in hall. One is big and the others are small. 
The small gates are for use as windows which are based on pillars. The foliated 
arch is used for their construction from where one can see the outer view and 
these are covered with jalies. It appears the sculpture of Mughals has been 
followed by Rajputs.17 
 Plate-17: Arched shaped are the walls of hall. The border is made with cement 
and painted by the white color. The big gate of hall is built with foliated arches 
with upper windows for light and air. 18 
14  Census Report, 1941, p. 50. 
15  Jaipur Gas Works Annual Report for the year ending 31.8.1918, p. 3. 
16  Notes in Jaipur 1916, p. 83. 
17  The Jaipur Album, 1935, p. 1. 
18  PSSM (Plate 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17) 
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Plate – 18: The gate of hall has been built by triple arches. The middle and big 
gate was between the two small gates. The foliated and triple arches are mainly 
used. These are also two small rooms which open in main hall.19 
Plate-19: – Puran Singh ji ki  Haveli: In Gangauri Bazar of Jaipur , this 
building is situated. In half of the premises of this Haveli Puran Singh currently 
the government school is being run. Puran Singh was the higher ranking officer 
of the state. Whenever any program is organized in the palace, every individual 
resident is invited by the Maharaja. Currently the present generation is also 
enjoying by the traditional process of their ancestors and heir to be invited by 
the present Maharaja as earlier.20 
 Plate – 20:  This entrance gate is in the shape of curved arch. The door is 
made of wood that is shined by the golden color plates. Two gates are there to 
enter the Haveli. This building is painted in yellow color with the mixture of 
lime stone.21 
Plate -21: On the second gate the true arches and three curved arches are 
shaped and on the both sides of the gate a place is left for the rest of the door-
keepers. Four pillars have been used as a base for the front of the gate. We find 
two niches and three windows on the upper side of the gate. The wooden door 
and iron made windows attract passerby in a glance and the windows are 
19  Brajanidhi Granthavali, p. 43. 
20  Jain Grantha Bhandars in Rajasthan, 1967, p. 49. 
21  PSSM (Plates 18, 19 & 20). 
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protected by the simple eaves. On the other hand the border line is designed 
between the gate and the window.22 
Plate- 22: The Baradari (Gallery) is well situated inside the second gate. I 
found well designed pattern is used to give it a good shape. There are three 
gates of Baradari based on four pillars and designed by foliated arch. On the 
other hand inside the Baradari, I found two niches that is called as Dallan in 
Mughal period. 
  In eighteenth century the Baradari was used for the guests and it covers 
the outer of the gate that is why it was called as Baradari. In that period the 
mixture of lime stone and color was used to paint on the wall. The two 
apartments named as ladies and gents to be separated at that time. This is well 
painted and well designed by artists of that period.23 
 Plate- 23:  This is an interior of Haveli. Attractive open space is especially 
provided for the events and several programs in ladies apartment and gents 
apartment. It is a very comfortable zone. On the other hand well designed stairs 
lead towards first floor and the gate (ground floor) as well as (first floor) is 
protected by the simple eave. This is two stories building. I found three wooden 
windows and three holes on the wall of the first floor. And the second floor has 
only wall, which can be seen by standing at the outer front of the gate. The 
holes are created for light. Actually in Havelies I found a lots of windows and 
22  Jain Grantha Bhandars, op.cit., p. 49. 
23  PSSM (Plates 21 & 22). 
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poles. The binding material used for all Havelies are same. All the Havelies 
resemble each other.24 
Plate -24:-Saras Haveli : In the Gangori Market of Jaipur, this Haveli is 
situated. Presently, the government offices are running instead of residential 
zone. The government has taken over this building.25 
 According to the map, here is an internal gate that is shaped double arch. 
On both sides of the gate there are rest places for the Darbans. Now the Haveli 
has been renovated to get orange color painted space aside of the gate has 
facade.26 
 Some havelies are now under the Rajasthan government and may be 
renovated then it can be used for commercial purpose. Mostly Jaipur Havelies 
have been converted and this way the authorities are damaging and destroying 
historical monuments of the region which are the rich cultural heritage of the 
country.27 
ARCHITECTURE OF TEMPLES 
 According to Jaipur state Ka Itihas–Sawai Jai Singh got many temples 
and buildings constructed.28 About the temples construction by this ruler few 
lines are follows- 
^^eafnj vusd tgka xkS.;a nso xksihukFk 
f'ko: xus'k: fnusl ds fnokys gSA 
24  Information given by the present Mahant. 
25  Buddhi Vilas, Couplet No. 1304. 
26  See on map 
27  PSSM (Plates 23 & 24) 
28  Original document, Jaipur State Ka Itihas. 
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nsoh no f"k;r xag xsg Hkkyfjlq ?kaVA 
HkkfHknaqnfHk ds uknuh ds pkys gS 
Ckih Qwi ckx ekulkxj lqiwj Hkjs ujh 
pyh vkoS uk;S p<S uj ukys gSA ¼195½^^ 
 After the twelve years of the foundation of the city of Jaipur and four 
years before the death of Jai Singh Girdhari mentions two important Vaishnava 
temples those of Plate. 
Plate-25:-Govind Devji Temple : Govindadeva Gopinath–both belonging to 
the Gaudiya Vaishnava sect and also the temples of Shiv, Ganesh and Surya.29 
The Govind Devji’s temple Jaipur is dedicated to Lord Krishna. It is attracts 
devotees of Lord Krishna not only from all the corners of India but of the world 
as well. The structure was built in the form of Greek cross at an enormous cost 
of one crore rupees. This temple is well maintained by the members of the 
erstwhile royal family of Raja Sawai Jai Singh. The founder of Jaipur installed 
the idol of Govind Deo ji (Lord Krishna), which was brought from Vrindavan. 
From that time Lord Krishna has been worshipped as the chief deity of the 
royal family. 
Mention the Jaipur state Ka Itihas–Sawai Jai Singh allotted land to the 
foreigners to build their houses. These people used to work as “Tarkashi”. It 
was an art of work on cloth with gold and silver films and wire.30 
 And it is important to mention the Govindam temple of Jaipur. The 
image arrived in Amer in 1714 A.D. which was originally in the famous temple 
29  A.K. Roy, History of Jaipur, Orient Longman Limited, New Delhi, p. 20; See Appendix-7, p. 
234. 
30  Original document Jaipur state Ka Itihas preserved in State Archive of Bikaner. 
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got built by Raja Man Singh in Vrindavan. Jai Singh was a great devotee of this 
image of Govindadeva but he was perhaps not a Vaishnava of the Gaudiya 
School. 
Jaipur today has more temples than perhaps any other city in northern 
India because Raja Sawai Jai Singh tried to make his new capital as an 
important Hindu centre and to some extent he succeeded in his aim. 
 Mention the Appendix VI – Sawai Jai Singh built many temples such as 
– Shri Sita Ramji’s temple – Vishramghat Mathura. In 1734 A.D. Shri Surajjis 
temple – on Galta hills was constructed by Rao Jagram under the patronage of 
Sawai Jai Singh.  In 1734 A.D., Shri Govindevji’s temple – Jaipur – Sawai Jai 
Singh in 1735 A.D., Shri Kalkiji’s temple – Jaipur (Sireh Deorhi Bazar) in 
1740 A.D. 
 Shri Brijnandji’s temple built by Sawai Pratap Singh – Jaipur in 1792. 
 Most of the temples of Jaipur are dedicated to either Lord Krishna in his 
Vrindavan Leela form or to Ram Chandra. Thus Jaipur is sacred city for both 
the followers of Rambhakti and the Krishnabhakti of Vaishnavism.31 
 He had done many ‘yagyas’, one such yagya he did at Amber in 1708 
and the other he had done in 1735 after the establishment of Jaipur.32 
;K djSa f}t izkrfgrS QqfucSn i<s+ v: vkSj i<+koSA 
lqHkzr lkf/kd gS lc /keZ v/keZ dh ckr nwfj ulkoSA 
?kj gh ?kjekaM dFkk Mqfu;sjiqjku vBkjg:a lcxkoSA 
jktf/kjkt clk;kS lqtSiqj tStStS gfjuko lqukoS ¼202½ 
31 . Ram Prakash Gahalot, Jaipur Darshan, Nagar Vikas Nyaya Parisar, J.L.N. Marg, Jaipur, pp. 4. 
32 . Jaipur State Ka Itihas, Original document, op.cit., p. 9. 
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 The Brahamanas engage themselves in yajnas from early dawn. They 
study the Vedas and teach them to others. Everybody looks to his own religion 
and all evil deeds are set aside. In every house Katha is being performed. They 
all sing the 18 Puranas, Rajadhiraj founded this city of Jaipur when all the 
people are praising God and sing his greatness.33 
Kalki ji Temple 
I have seen one other temple known as Kalki ji temple. It is situated at 
Chandpole. This is built on the top of the hill and entrance is made of ramp.  
The temple was built  in the period of Sawai Jai Singh II.  
Plate-26 
There is not any change in this temple today and is decorated with white 
and black shaded marble, gold plated domes. In fact this temple is in the 
southern style. In this temple there is a horse statue. It is a built of the white 
marble. Not heavy architecture is seen in this temple.34 
 
33 . A.K. Roy, History of the Jaipur city, Ramesh C. Jain Manohar Publication, Ansari Road, Darya 
Ganj, p. 235.  
34 . PSSM (Plate 26). 
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 Chapter 6 
LITERATURE 
Chapter 6 
LITERATURE 
The list of some epics given by Shri Gopal Narayan Bahura is as 
follows, however, some are not available in any collection. 
1. Chronology 
Mancharitawali 
Mancharit is divided into two parts, the first of which was composed by 
Amritraj in the later half of 1642 V.S. It was copied in 1670 V.S. by Narottam 
kavi during the time of Mirza Raja Jai Singh.1  
Buddhi Vilasa 
 It was written in 1770 V.S. by Bakhat Ram Shah. It contains a 
description of the contemporary Jaipur city.2 
Bhojansar 
 This book was written by Girdhari. He was a poet in the time of Sawai 
Jai Singh. He wrote this book in 1739. This book written after 12 years for the 
foundation of Jaipur city.3 
Makaranad Jyoti 
Makaranad Jyoti was written by Tularam for Sawai Jai Singh in 1763 
V.S/1706 A.D. 
 
 
1  G.N. Bahura, Mancharitawali, Maharaja Sawai Man Singh Museum, City Palace, Jaipur, p. 4. 
2  Original document preserve in State Archive of Bikaner. 
3  Ibid. 
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Samarat Sidhanta 
According to the author, it is an Arabic work (Majisti) rendered into 
Sanskrit at the initiation of Shri Jayasimha. The purpose of its translation into 
Sanskrit was to provide benefit for the Mathematicians. The work was 
completed in 1785 v.s/1728/A.D..4 
Ukara- granthah 
Ukara-granthah by Nayanasukhopadhyaya written in 1786 v.s - 1729 
A.D.5 
Manuscript:- Some manuscripts belong to the period of Sawai Jai Singh II an 
important group of which deals with religion and devotional philosophy is 
enumerated as follows : 
1. Ramanuijiya nitya aradhanvidhi by Trimall. 
2. Bhagvatvivranam by Devkinandan  
3. Bhagvat dashmskandh tika Bhavprakashika by Narsingh Acharya.  
4. Panchratrapramanya vicharaha by Nath Munindra  
5. Geetgovinda Tika by Narayan Pandit.  
6. Raghupati Rahasya Pradeepika by Narayan Muni  
7. Chatanya Bhagvatam by Nityanand Das  
8. Vishnu Bhakti Chandrodaya by Narasimharanyamuni 
9. Krishnashtakam by Pitambar Goswami  
10. Guruparampara by Vrindavan Goswami Nimbarkiya.6  
4  G.N. Bahura, Literary Heritage of the Rulers of Amber and Jaipur, Maharaja Sawai Mansingh II 
Museum City Palace, Jaipur, 1976,  p. 4.  
5 . V. Prabhakar Begde, Forts and Palaces of India, New Delhi, 1982, p. 4. 
6   G.N. Bahura, op.cit., pp. 59,67. 
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11. Ramanujiyasidhantadeephah  
12. Gitgovind Tika by Srikhath Brahmasutrabhashyavritti by Shri Krishna 
Sharma.  
 Here we are giving description as per the list, because their detailed 
information are not available. Only Mr. G.N. Bahura has given the name of 
manuscripts in his catalogue (Literary Heritage of rulers of Amber and Jaipur). 
Padhavali Sangraha by Sawai Madhav Singh I. 
Maharaja Sawai Madho Singh I compiled some selected Sanskrit couplets and 
rendered their Hindi translation in verses. He calls his work as Madhnandani7  
Pratap Prakash 
Pratap Prakash was written by Krishna Datt Kavi between1795-1818 
A.D. The manuscript was written by Ghulab Mahatma and completed on 
phalgun Badi 8 Saturday 1859 v.s/1802 A.D. 
 The purpose of the compilation of Pratap Prakasah was to provide 
contemporary source of information in regard to the princely routine of the 
court, the daily ceremonials, private and religious life of the ruler and his 
occupation  in the affairs of the state and warfare..8 
Pandit Jadish Shastri-Upanishad Sangrah (188 Upanishadon ka sangrah)  
The work presents a complete history of Sanskrit literature in a condensed and 
succinct form. It embodies a general study of the Vedic, Epic, Puranic, classical 
and philosophical literature. It sheds light on the life and thought of ancient and 
7  Jaipur through the ages, A collection of articles published on the occasion of the Rajasthan 
History Congress, Jaipur in 1968, p. 75. 
8  G.N. Bahura, Pratap Prakash, Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum, City Palace, Jaipur,1976,  
p. 1. 
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medieval India as reflected in the literary productions of those periods though 
technical literature including Law, Science and Arts it provide information both 
interesting and instructive.9 Its date is not confirm.  
Kooramavilas  
Kooramavilas was composed in mid 18th-19th century by Chand Kavi. 
This book gives  the history of the Kachhwah rulers. This  work was started in 
1854 V.S/1797 A.D. The poet himself introduces this epic in the following 
manner: 
rg vk;l dfo pan fn; dwjedqy voral 
dgkS lq }knl dksVM+h =siu frM+ jfooZlAA 
/kfj lqf/k ujkf/kifr ylr l;k uj banA 
dwje ifr dh gqdqe lqfu fru vf[ko dfo panAA 
laor uHk 'kf’k fuf/k egks flr if[k ek/kks eklA 
rft lq frfFk cq/kokj dgq dhuks xzaFk&izdklAA10 
The famous epic Sisupal Vadha is one of the most celebrated classics of 
Sanskrit poetry occupying the highest rank in the history of Sanskrit literature. 
That Dharmasatra, Jain philosophy etc. the availability of thousands of such 
manuscripts in the old libraries and collections of different states.11    
The manuscript are distributed in several collections which need to 
explain in brief. 
 Khasmohar collection which actually formed the personal library of 
Maharaja. Rasratan Sagar composed by Bhawani Shankar for Sawai Jai Singh 
9  Pandit Jagdish Shastri, Upanishad Sangrah Published Moti Lal Banarsidas p.5. 
10  Chand kavi Koormavilas, State Archives of Bikaner, p. 1 
11  Aritcle, Kalanath Shastri particle, p. 6.  
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1699-1743 A.D. and the same book was copied by Jagdish Bhatt for Sawai 
Pratap  Singh in 1778-1803A.D.   
 
The foundation of Jaipur City synchronized with the event of the ruler’s of 
(Sawai Jai Singh) invitation to many eminent Sanskrit scholar of the different 
parts of the country to come and settle in Jaipur. Sanskrit epics are available on 
the history and chronology of Jaipur history and chronology of Jaipur some of 
which are Ramvilas by Vishvanath Ranade (1680 V.S.) 
Ishvaravilas Mahakavaiya  
This book was written by Srikrishna Bhatta in 1743-1750 A.D. It 
contains the detailed description of the Ashvamedha by Jai Singh.12  
In (eighteenth century) work on Jyotisa was written (date was not 
confirm). The works on Dharma Sastra were written by Pandits of Rajputana to 
guide people in their personal and social conduct. Jaya Simha Kalpadruma, an 
exhaustive compendium of religious laws was composed by Ratnakar and other 
scholars for Sawai Jai Singh.13   
Padam Shastri of Jaipur has written epic on the life of Lenin, Lal on the 
love story of kacha and devnafari and Gulabchandra Sharma on the life of 
Karan.14 
Poetry  
Further, he describes the qualities of the poets who adorned Jai Singh’s 
Court. The several types of knowledge, the wisest types and came from several 
12  Jaipur through the ages, op.cit., p. 76. 
13  Ibid. 
14  Notes on Jaipur, this is a guide to the Jaipur city. It was prepared by the residency staff, 2nd ed. 
1916. 
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countries those poets with their several types of poems, with several types of 
their best types of words, with several type of elements, with several types of 
the best figures of speech, with several forms with all types of collections with 
the figure of hyperboles with soft words with the allegorical, with hard 
meanings about elephants- horses-provisos of the group of army-infantry with 
speed, with gold collected styles and self added with great qualities of staries 
¼ljk;jl½ added with the best type of words with the sweetest words about of 
pensive army as with coconut style like that rule of heartened composition, like 
that parsing you and seeing you for the first time like the drops of nectar ¼ve`r 
lq/kk½ those several poets with a group like the flowers of lotus like its group and 
making you appear, you as the very dear as you are detecting the all the 
darkness of the minds, you as a moon, your heartful for-arising your all 
qualities.15 
t;flag izdk'k’kon 'kkluez by l[kkjke 
uRok xq:inkEHkksts Le`Rok Le`Rok p r}p% 
l[kkjkes.k fonq’kk fØ;rs “kCn”kklue~AA 
vowing to the feet, like lotus, of my teacher, and mamorising his use full words 
(language), I (poet) Sakharam with best scholars, composed this shabel 
shasnam, (weating).16 
eU=fl}kUrdkSe`nh ¼”;kek[k.M%½ by fd”kksjek.k Hkð xksLokeh 
iz.kD; Jhx.k/kh”ka f}O;kS/kknhu~ xq:ufiA 
lk/kdkuka fgrkFkf;k xzUFkesr f}rU;rsAA 
Jhenh”ojflagL; t;nqxZfuokflu%A 
15  G.N. Bahura, literary heritage of the ruler, Amber and Jaipur, City Palace, Jaipur, 1976, p.36. 
16  Ibid., p. 367. 
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fØ;rs iBukFkZ;% eU=flag)kUrdkSAA 
I am composing this book with the praying to my guru, and the God Ganesha 
about the king Ishwar Singh who is living in the Ishwar Singh who is living in 
the Jai Durg (fort) with my desire of writing this Mantra Sidhant Komudani 
(for reading).17 
Jh d; gqde fnoku fo/kk/kj fljiko iBk, 
dk;Fk dqyefu d`ikjke lft iq”kh pkVlw vk,AA 
ikbZ izrki vk, gqegwa rg Qgs Hkys gw vkoSA 
pEikofr dks ouZu dfj dfo iwj.k iz.kkfe lqukokSAA 
Dewan Vidhydhar had appointed Kriparam kayastha, a descendant of Ram Rai, 
as Amil of Chatsu during the reign of Sawai Ishwari Singh. Hari Har, 
Vidhyadhar’s sister’s son also became a Dewan. The work contains 
descriptions of Sawai Jaipur, Chatsu, Praise of Harihar and other persons.  
Champawati Vilas by Puran Kavi I, the poet Puran, with the order of 
Diwan vidhyadhar, with the greatmen the Kayasth cast named Kraparam came 
to the town of Chatsu met (the king) Pratap (sing), just came and met. And then 
writing and meriting about champawati the poet Puran solute the all.18 
Maharaja Ramsingh’s contribution to this collection is the most valuable 
and the largest. He was very much interested in Sanskrit learning with almost 
all its branches. Shri Krishna Bhatta who was very well acquainted with this 
aspect of the prince has given a true account of his literary, cultural and 
military achievements in his Isvaravilasa kavya.  
17  Ibid., p. 398. 
18  K.C. Kasliwal, Jaina Grantha Bhandar in Rajasthan, Jaipur, 1967, p. 471. 
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dkO;kyk;dyk dyk dyuk dkSr~gyksRd"kZdA 
ikS/kUukVdlkVd izgluk[;ku izcU/kksRlqdAA 
Jh lek;.k Hkkjrkfnfo ylRikSjk.kokfXoLrjA 
JhjkEHkksfuf/k jktgal :fpj N% Jh jke flagks u`i%AA 
He always excited curiosity through poetic discourse on various kinds of 
dramas, stories and other literary compositions king Ram Singh who was like a 
swan  ¼jktgal½ who picked up the precious gems from the vast milky ocean of 
literature contained in the Ramayan, Mahabharata and the puranas.19  
While conquering the eastern direction with his brave soldiers enjoyed a deer 
hunt in killing the enemies at Rangamati.  
egkjkt t;flagth dk cjk.k;k nksgk& 
rklw dhts usg] ukafg cks> flj /kfj ldSaA 
lk/ku dkSu lusg] VwVs dkps lwrlksAA1AA 
n;k nso ns[kh Nxu] izhfr Jiwjc FksgA 
rsjs ru esa fry r:f.k ]esjs eu esa usgAA2AA 
papqu pqxr Jaxkjuk] tkds tkds cyds tksjA 
lksbZ tks tkjS fg;ks] dSls ft;s pdksjAA3AA 
br [kSapr eueksfguh] mr [kSapr fprpksjA 
fpr <wMar eu ges T;ksa ck<r nsJh vksjAA4AA 
ufyau efyu fd; ukxjh] rsjs ykspu yksyA 
J: pdksj psjs fd;s] fy;s eeksys eksyAA5AA 
gh;  lnu esa lksf?kos] izse gse ?kfj tkrA 
uSu ¼pykor½ ukxjh] djS ubZ lh ckrAA6AA 
fg;s dwJk lkSa eu dyl] Mkfj utj lks MkfjA 
19 National Register of Private Records published by National Archive of India, 1971, p. 42. 
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uSuk esjs ukxjh] Hkjs gse lkSa okfjAA7AA 
uSuk ij[kks ukxjh] rsjs frjNs uSuA 
xwaxks gh leHdS Hkys] xwaxu dh T;ksa lSauAA8AA 
gqyfl p<~;kS fpr ukxjh] uSu rqjh rqo rstA 
uoy usg eSnku esa] djr fQjr eqag estAA9AA 
os ijrh /kjrh /kjh] uhe lkSfr if<+ lklA 
dfj diksy uklk xqjh] flj/kqfu galh mtklAA10AA 
cM+s iq:"k dksa nsr nq[k] esfV dksfV JkjkeA 
fof/kpkrqj bu dqpu dks] D;ksa u djS eq[k ';keAA11AA 
g¡lu clu dfj dfj u;u] ns[kr niZu yksuA 
nksÅ xj ck¡gh xgs] nksÅ feys diksyAA12AA 
fi; ds fi; le dqN ugha] fr; ds fi; Jk/kkjA 
vkSj lq[ku dks vUr gSa] ;k dks vUr u ikj AA13AA 
T;ksa esa thoS dkSu gfj] uSuu esa <wjdkb AA14AA 
lcS lyksus nsf[k;r] xkSjh rsjs xkrA 
izdV dgka lkSa gksr gS] ehBh ehBh ckrAA15AA 
njlu ns[kr L;ke ds] ¼M½ j ykxr fdfg gsrA 
uSu fi;kls :ids] ?kwaV&?kwaV jl ysrAA16AA 
l[kh u :iflag ujf[kgksa] y[ks gjh ;ksa lka>A 
l[kh leksou LoS xbZ] Jaf[k;ka Jaf[k;k¡ eka>AA17AA 
Thus the Maharaja pursued his literary activities, along with his political and 
military achievements, till he breathed his last in Deccan in 1724. v.s. (1667 
A.D).20  
 
 
20  Jaipur Album, Jaipur, 1935. This is a collection of a number of articles on Jaipur. The pages in 
each chapter are separately numbered, pp. 40-41. 
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Asvalayana-Srciuta-Sitra  
Perhaps the first Srauta-Sutra of the Rgveda. It consist of 12 chapters 
and deals with vedic yajhnas, with its many variations in regard to country, 
time. The commentary on this Srauta-Sutra by Gargya Narayana, son of 
Narasimha is especially popular. Aitareya-brahmana is closely related with 
Asvalayana. 
Some scholars are of the view that Asvala propounded these sutras and 
as such these were called Asvalayana. Some regard Asvalayana as a 
contemporary of Panini, but Indian scholars do not accept this view. The author 
of the fourth Kanda of the Aitareya-brahmana is also Asvalayana.21      
t;flag izdk’k’kon 'kkluez by l[kkjke 
uRok xq:inkEHkksts Le`Rok Le`Rok p r}p% 
l[kkjkes.k fonq’kk fØ;rs “kCn”kklue~AA 
vowing to the feet, like lotus, of my teacher, and memorising his use of full 
words (language), I (poet) Sakharam with best scholars, composed this shabel 
shasnam, (weating).22 
 
eU=fl}kUrdkSe`nh ¼”;kek[k.M%½ by fd”kksjek.k Hkð xksLokeh 
iz.kD; Jhx.k/kh”ka f}O;kS/kknhu~ xq:ufiA 
lk/kdkuka fgrkFkf;k xzUFkesr f}rU;rsAA 
Jhenh”ojflagL; t;nqxZfuokflu%A 
fØ;rs iBukFkZ;% eU=flag)kUrdkSAA 
21  Ganga Ram Garg, Asvalayana Sutra, Concept Publishing Company, New Delhi, p. 4.  
22  Allison Busch, Poetry of Kings, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 2012, p. 367. 
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I am composing this book with the praying to my guru, and the God Ganesha 
about the king Ishwar Singh who is living in the Ishwar Singh who is living in 
the Jai Durg (fort) with my desire of writing this Mantra Sidhant Komudani 
(for reading).23 
Jh d; gqde fnoku fo/kk/kj fljiko iBk, 
dk;Fk dqyefu d`ikjke lft iq”kh pkVlw vk,AA 
ikbZ izrki vk, gqegwa rg Qgs Hkys gw vkoSA 
pEikofr dks ouZu dfj dfo iwj.k iz.kkfe lqukokSAA 
Dewan Vidhydhar had appointed Kriparam kayastha a descendant of 
Ram Rai, as Amil of Chatsu during the reign of Sawai Ishwari Singh. Hari Har, 
Vidhyadhar’s sister’s son also became a Dewan. the work contains descriptions 
of Sawai Jaipur, Chatsu, Praise of Harihar and other persons.  
Champawati Vilas by Puran Kavi I the poet Puran, with the order of 
Diwan vidhyadhar, with the greatmen the Kayasth cast named Kraparam came 
to the town of Chatsu met (the king) Pratap (sing), Just came and met. And 
then writing and meriting about champawati the poet puran solute the all.24 
Maharaja Ramsingh’s contribution to this collection is the most valuable 
and the largest. He was very much interested in Sanskrit learning with almost 
all its branches Shri Krishna Bhatta who was very well acquainted with this 
aspect of the prince has given a true account of his literary, cultural and 
military achievements in his Isvaravilasa kavya.  
23 R.A. Agarwal, Marwar Murals, Delhi, 1979, p. 398. 
24 Ibid., 471. 
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dkO;kyk;dyk dyk dyuk dkSr~gyksRd"kZdA 
ikS/kUukVdlkVd izgluk[;ku izcU/kksRlqdAA 
Jh lek;.k Hkkjrkfnfo ylRikSjk.kokfXoLrjA 
JhjkEHkksfuf/k jktgal :fpj N% Jh jke flagks u`i%AA 
He always excited curiosity through poetic discourse on various kinds of 
dramas, stories and other literary compositions king Ram Singh was like a 
swan  ¼jktgal½ who picked up the precious gems from the vast milky ocean of 
literature contained in the Ramayan, Mahabharata and the puranas.25  
While conquering the eastern direction with his brave soldiers enjoyed a deer 
hunt in killing the enemies at Rangamati.  
egkjkt t;flagth dk cjk.k;k nksgk& 
rklw dhts usg] ukafg cks> flj /kfj ldSaA 
lk/ku dkSu lusg] VwVs dkps lwrlksAA1AA 
n;k nso ns[kh Nxu] izhfr Jiwjc FksgA 
rsjs ru esa fry r:f.k ]esjs eu esa usgAA2AA 
papqu pqxr Jaxkjuk] tkds tkds cyds tksjA 
lksbZ tks tkjS fg;ks] dSls ft;s pdksjAA3AA 
br [kSapr eueksfguh] mr [kSapr fprpksjA 
fpr <wMar eu ges T;ksa ck<r nsJh vksjAA4AA 
 
25 Gangaram Garg, op.cit., p. 42. 
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ufyau efyu fd; ukxjh] rsjs ykspu yksyA 
J: pdksj psjs fd;s] fy;s eeksys eksyAA5AA 
gh;  lnu esa lksf?kos] izse gse ?kfj tkrA 
uSu ¼pykor½ ukxjh] djS ubZ lh ckrAA6AA 
fg;s dwJk lkSa eu dyl] Mkfj utj lks MkfjA 
uSuk esjs ukxjh] Hkjs gse lkSa okfjAA7AA 
uSuk ij[kks ukxjh] rsjs frjNs uSuA 
xwaxks gh leHdS Hkys] xwaxu dh T;ksa lSauAA8AA 
gqyfl p<~;kS fpr ukxjh] uSu rqjh rqo rstA 
uoy usg eSnku esa] djr fQjr eqag estAA9AA 
os ijrh /kjrh /kjh] uhe lkSfr if<+ lklA 
dfj diksy uklk xqjh] flj/kqfu galh mtklAA10AA 
cM+s iq:"k dksa nsr nq[k] esfV dksfV JkjkeA 
fof/kpkrqj bu dqpu dks] D;ksa u djS eq[k ';keAA11AA 
g¡lu clu dfj dfj u;u] ns[kr niZu yksuA 
nksÅ xj ck¡gh xgs] nksÅ feys diksyAA12AA 
fi; ds fi; le dqN ugha] fr; ds fi; Jk/kkjA 
vkSj lq[ku dks vUr gSa] ;k dks vUr u ikj AA13AA 
T;ksa esa thoS dkSu gfj] uSuu esa <wjdkb AA14AA 
lcS lyksus nsf[k;r] xkSjh rsjs xkrA 
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izdV dgka lkSa gksr gS] ehBh ehBh ckrAA15AA 
njlu ns[kr L;ke ds] ¼M½ j ykxr fdfg gsrA 
uSu fi;kls :ids] ?kwaV&?kwaV jl ysrAA16AA 
l[kh u :iflag ujf[kgksa] y[ks gjh ;ksa lka>A 
l[kh leksou LoS xbZ] Jaf[k;ka Jaf[k;k¡ eka>AA17AA 
Thus the Maharaja pursued his literary activities, along with his political and 
military achievements, till he breathed his last in Deccan in 1724. v.s. (1667 
A.D).26 
Festivals 
Gangaur is the chief festival of Rajasthan. From camps to courts and 
courts to cottages, the married and the unmarried girls consider it their duty and 
privilege to worship Gori, their titular deity.  
On the occasion of Gangaur, married women want to be free from the 
encumbrances of family life to devote themselves to singing and dancing and 
meeting as many friends as possible. They desire to go to their parents house 
where they have greater freedom and sing a song to be there. This festival is 
observed throughout Rajasthan.27  
Gangaur is celebrated with great pomp and show. The ruler himself 
participates in the celebration. The band plays the state Anthems and the army 
present a guard of honour and a salvo of guns is fired from the fort. It 
terminates at a place where it takes the form of a fair. The images put on a 
26  H,S. Arya, History of Rajasthan, Jaipur, 1949, pp. 40-41 
27  G.N. Bahura, Pratap Prakasa,  op.cit, p. 13. 
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throne are seen enjoying. There are fireworks. In different status, Gangaur has 
its different charm. At Jaipur, the image of Gauri is taken in procession from 
the palace gate known as Tripolia to Talkatora gate.28  
Col Tod- The colourful chronicler of Rajasthan has described the Teej in a 
very interesting way. He says “On  this fortunate occasion a bond of three 
hundred men, women and children, with colours flying, drum beating, the 
females taking precedence with brass vessels of water on their heads and 
chanting the Suhailea (Song of Joy) entered the town and return on their long 
abandoned altars to Parvati for happiness they had never contemplated.29   
Some festivals are celebrated only in Rajasthan. Akh Teej now a days it 
is celebrated in whole of India. It is celebrated on third day of Baisakh. The 
new crop of rice is welcomed. They cook rice and eat it with gur. This day is 
considered auspicious for marriage. Hundreds of marriages are celebrated on 
this day.30     
Political Condition:- The Kachhwahas of Amber played a leading role in the 
consolidation of Rajput alliances with the Mughal state from the time of 
Bharmal Kachhwaha (1547-73) who made an alliance with Akbar and became 
the first of the Rajput kings to after a daughter in marriage to a Mughal 
emperor initiating a highly effective mode of political accommodation that 
proved consequential for the success of the empire.31   
 
 
 
28  H.C. Tikkiwal, Jaipur and later Mughal, A Study in Political Relations (1707-1803 A.D.), Hema 
Printer, Jaipur, 1974, p. 14 
29  Dr. J.P. Strattion, Jaipur Amber Family and State, Jaipur, 1885,  p. 15 
30  Fateh Singh Thakur, Brief History of Jaipur, Champavat, 1899, p. 16 
31  Allison Busch Poetry king, the classical Hindi literature of India, oxford university pg. 171.    
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Language: 
 In earlier times, the language of the people of Rajasthan was generally 
Prakrit or Apabramsha, which was known as ancient Gujrati and ancient 
Rajasthani. Some scholars has also named  it as Marugurjar.  
Some poets, Bhats,and Charanas have composed their works, connecting 
their subjectivity with their patron kings and their achievements. Such works 
are historical works written in poetic manner, eulogizing patron kings. These 
poets did not follow the rules of Prakrit  and Apabramsha but had used a mixed 
language in general. The style of these poets is similar to that of Sanskrit 
poetry, mainly in the use of similes and metaphors. 
The court does not definitively enter the literary record until a later 
generation. However, during the reign of Man Singh (15896-1614) who 
became Akbar’s leading Rajput general and arguably the most powerful Rajput 
noble of that period. Already in this early period there were signs of both 
Sanskrit and vernacular languages of the classicism that would come into 
vogue in Sanskrit the Manaprakasa of Murari Das an idealized biography of 
king and Harinath’s Kavy aoarsa Marjana, commentaries on authoritative 
treatises by two great Sanskrit Poeticians, Dandian and Bhoj indicators of an 
interest in literary theory at the court Man Sngh connections of to Brajbhasha 
literary culture in particular can be traced both through Mughal ties and more 
locally. Several Braj Poets of this period including Gang and Keshavdas, 
glorify Man Singh in their Poetry.32 
32  Allison Busch, op.cit., pp. 3171. 
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Jai Singh’s literary and scholarly patronage was not confined to a single 
language. He robustly supported both Sanskrit and Brajbhasha poets.  
Education: 
After providing training to Mansingh in the field of astras and sastras 
he was provided education under the guidance of able teachers. He became 
soon an expert in Hindi, Sanskrit, Persian languages and also in the art of 
warfare and use of Sastras, horse riding, elephant riding and wresting. 
Narottam Kavi in his Mancharit Raso has explained the sports and games  in an 
interesting manner.33 
rr”p fofo/kfo|kfo”kkjnk% ldyns”kkxrk% do;ks fojfpr&fofo/kdkO;izcU/ksu “kCnk MEcj/kusukfi 
fcfgrjlklkjs.k vyMdkjkyMrs ukfi ;kfr:i/kjs.k vk”ys’kla;qDrsukfi fojks/kkHkkflrsu 
fo|`re`nqinU;k lsukfi /ofuKkfirLoxwBkFksZu xtrqjxcU/klEiUusukfi inxfrlaxrsu lqo.kZe;sukfi 
jhfrizfFkrsu LoksDrldy {k.k la;qDrsukfi vU;ksfDrfi[;krsu vfr:fp[kpuek-/kq;Zfoftre`}h ds 
ukfi ukfydsjikdsu ,oa fo/kusd ân; gkfjjpu;k p HkoUr dhrZ;Ur% izh.k;fUr r= izFkea 
n”kZuek=s.kSo lq/kkdslsusi fuf[kydfod`eqno`UneqYykl;r% LodkRr;So ldykU/kdkaj fo/oal;r% 
dykfu/ksLRo ân;enHkq rRoe`nHkqko;fUrA  
 
33  G.N. Bahura, Mancharitawali, opcit., pp. 41. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 Sawai Jai Singh (II) (1699-1743 A.D) was endowed with many 
extraordinary good qualities that developed his career as a statesman, 
administrator, reformer and a man of Sciences.  
 When Sawai Jai Singh became the Raja of Amber, the first thing, he 
did was to put Kushala Singh into prison. It appears that Jai Singh had an 
aptitude for Jyotis'a from the very beginning. Two manuscripts of HkkLorh and 
okjkgh lafgrk were written for him in 1785 V.S (when he was only thirteen). 
Another important group of manuscripts collected by Jai Singh deals with 
religion and devotional philosophy.  
 Along with his studies in science and ritual literature Sawai Jai Singh 
II developed his interest in the four principal Vaisnavaite schools of 
devotion viz. Nimbarka, Madhva, Vallabha and Ramanujiya - all devoted to 
the incarnations of Visnu. 
 After a critical and through study of all these sects Sawai Jai Singh 
was disposed to dedicate his state to the feet of Sri Govindadevji and to act 
as his Dewan. Since then his official seals bear the inscription xksfoUnnsopj.k 
lokbZ t;flag'kj.kA He installed the idol of the deity in the palace premises in 
Jainiwas gardens laid down by him prior to the foundation of the new city 
of Jaipur. 
 Ishwari Singh (1749-1750 A.D) inherited no small degree of 
intelligence and love for art and literature from his father.  
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 Paper-cutting was a favourite art of Sawai Ishwari Singh. There are 
some exquisite pieces of paper-cutting displayed in Maharaja Sawai 
Mansingh II Museum and some of them are said to have been executed by 
the Maharaja himself. Also there are some pieces belonging to the time of 
Sawai Jai Singh.  
 Sawai Madho Singh I (1750-1767 A.D) succeed to a well organised 
and extensive state, the rival groups had melted away yet the rising power 
of the Marathas was there to be feared with. Still he had to take little pains 
to organise the court set up by his father and which was not disturbed in the 
least during Ishwari Singh's time. He (Madho Singh) rather added to it 
number of poets, artist and pundits who had come with him from Udaipur. 
 Sawai Prathvi Singh (1767-1778 A.D). Sawai Madho Singh I was 
succeeded by his elder son Prthvi Singh. Some works like, izgsfydkfouksn in 
Hindi Sanskrit and 'kCnpfUnzdk O;kdj.k were written by }kjdkukFk HkV~V for 
him.   
 Sawai Pratap Singh (1778-1803 A.D) Sawai Prathvi Singh died at a 
very early age of about 16 years in 1778 A.D and his younger brother Sawai 
Pratap Singh sat on throne of Jaipur. Though the state of Jaipur suffered 
from many political and economic upheavals during his time yet this prince 
devoted himself fully to the two proverbial means of attaining imperishable 
name and fame in life.  
 Sawai Jagat Singh (1807-1818 A.D.) The art of painting seems to 
have been contracted to the execution of the portraits of Maharaja, depicting 
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him in various poses sometimes in the Durbar, at others attended by his 
favourite attendants or seated in a Zenana majlis with the part of lady 
singers and damsels and rarely with his most favourite Raskaprua "who was 
designed as queen of the half of Amber". The high traditions of Rajasthan 
style and technique established by the veteran artists under the patronage of 
the ancestors of Sawai Jagat Singh almost disappeared from his court and 
perhaps this happened throughout the country.  
 Sawai Jai Singh III (1818-1835 A.D) The only important work 
which was written during this period was “Jayavams'a Mahakavya” by 
Sitarama Parvanikara in Sanskrit.   
 Sawai Ram Singh II (1835-1800 A.D) was the last ruler of 
eighteenth century. Ram Singh's contribution to this collection is the most 
valuable and the largest. He was very much interested in Sanskrit learning 
in almost all its branches.  
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GLOSSARY 
Arcade Range of arches supported on columns 
Arcuate Arched 
Baithak a sitting room or drawing room 
Baradari Pavilion with twelve openings 
Bazar a market, market place or shipping street 
Ceiling covering surface under roof 
Chik a blind made of reed or split bamboo 
Chowkidar a watchman 
Diwal The Hindu autumn festival to the Goddess Lakshmi 
Diwan Khana an audience hall 
Diwan Chief Minister 
Dubatta a shawl 
Eaves Lower project portion of roof 
Façade Front view or elevation 
Haveli a large courtyard house 
Jagir an estate granted by a ruler to a vassal hence Jagirdar – 
one who holds a jagir 
Jali a lattice or pierced screen 
Jama a long waisted coat worn by a man 
Kiosk Chhatri, small pavilion 
Mahah a palace or palatial mahsion used in Rajasthan to refer to 
the first floor reception rooms found in the traditional 
houses of the area 
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Mardana the men’s portion of a hall or palace 
Naqqar Khana Drum house 
Nath a nose ring 
Nich Recess in the wall 
Pavilion Chabutra 
Portal Doorway 
PSSM Physical Survey of the site .. Monument 
RKN Raniji Ka Nohra 
Rajput One belong to a Rajasthani Kshatriya 
Rang Mahal Painted palace 
Spandril Triangular space between the curve of an arch and the 
square enclosing it. 
Zenana The women’s portion of a house or palace 
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Primary Sources  
1. Archival Records: Jaipur Archival Records – Among the archives of the 
various recovenanting states of Rajasthan, those of the Jaipur state are the 
most valuable for the present work, and from the prime source for this 
book. I have used the following categories of documents preserved in the 
Jaipur Archives. 
2. Official Records: The Kapaddwara Records are the household 
department. Most of these records have been handed over to the Rajasthan 
state Archives at Bikaner. Some of the documents are still preserved in the 
city palace at Jaipur but a descriptive catalogue of these documents has 
been given to the Rajasthan state Archives. 
   Dastur Komwar are the records of the dastur or protocol or usage 
observed in respect of persons of different castes communities and social 
status who met the ruler or on whom the ruler paid a visit. The 
government of Jaipur had got these records prepared from the Tauji 
records and had preserved them in 32 bound volumes. There are two 
index volumes also. The records have been arranged castewise in these 
volumes. The period covered is 1718 to 1918. All the volumes are now in 
the Rajasthan state Archives at Bikaner. 
 The Siyaha Imarat of the Bikaner Archives contain information on 
buildings and other constructions. These are available for the years 1789 
to 1844 V.S. The Jamakharcha Taujis of the parganas and of the various 
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Karkhanas (departments) are useful for the details regarding the economic 
condition of the period under review. These are available for the year 
1721 to 1812 V.S. 
 The Nuskha punya (Devasthan) records are highly informative 
regarding the religious conditions of Jaipur. They give accounts of the 
temples, donations, priests attached to the temples etc. Some of them have 
been copied in bound volumes. 
3. Bhojanasar by Girdhari : Girdhari was a poet and probably resided at 
the court of Jai Singh. He wrote a book on dietetics called Bhojanasara in 
1739. 12 years after the foundation of the Jaipur city. Vidyadhar, describe 
the Jaipur city of that period. The manuscript the only one known is 
preserved in the Bhandarkar oriental Research Institute Poona. Relevant 
portions along with the translation were published by P.K. Gode in his 
essay. Two contemporary Tributes to Minister Vidyadhar the Bengali 
Architect at the court of Sawai Jaya Singh of Amber (1699-1744 A.D.) 
4. Hindi, Sanskrit and Rajasthani – Charan Ramnath Ratru Itihas 
Rajasthan - This book in Hindi was published in Jaipur on February 12, 
1892. It is a concise history of all the important states of Rajasthan. The 
author says that the section dealing with the history of the Jaipur state was 
mainly based on vamsavalis obtained from Thakur Raghunath Singh of 
Ahrol, Raja Narsinghdas, Palawat Haran Balabux and others The 
following anecedotes about Jai Singh are given in this book: 
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a) In samvat 1768 (A.D. 1711) Jai Singh had gone for pilgrimage to 
Triveni. He caught smallpox and had to stay on there for seven 
months. 
b) In samvat 1783 (A.D. 1726) he returned to Jaipur after taking leave of 
Muhammad Shah on the way he conquered Manoharpur. The Rao of 
that place was killed in the battle. 
c) When Jai Singh performed the Ashvamedha the horse of the Yajna 
released near the city but even then some relations of Jai Singh 
belonging to the Kumbani branch of the Kachhwahas captured and 
detained the horse. Many Kumbhanis were killed in the ensuing battle.  
5. A detailed account of literary heritage of Jaipur cm be found in Maharaja 
Museum’s Catalogues and the volume literary Heritage of Jaipur rulers by 
Gopal Narain Bahura. 
6. Jaipur State Ka Itihas, Published by Rajasthan state Archives Bikaner 
7. Photographs 
8. Vakil Reports-Published by Rajasthan state Archives Bikaner 
9. Kapadavara Documents, list of (Hindi)  
10. Illustrated manuscript and paintings-The Rajasthani paintings which are 
found in huge collections at various museums art galleries and private 
collections of the state are important land marks in historical studies. 
Right from the 14th to 18th century we come across several paintings 
which depict Rajasthani culture in its true perspective the account of 
which is attempted through a few illustrated manuscript and paintings.  
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11. Krishnacharitra- The painting of the dhoti, sari, dupatta is in the 
indigenous style. The manuscript consists of 328 illustrated folios.  
12. Ekadashi Mahatmya- of the 18th Century. It is a record of the secular life 
documented in painting through religious ideas of kathas of ini Mewari. 
The manuscript has 134 pictures of about 14×17 painted for the purpose f 
reciting Katha inscribed on the top.  
13. Painting from Kunwar Sangram Singh’s Collection 18th and 19th 
Century 
a. Ragmala set depicting a boy wrestler  
b. A stray painting of a house with a flower garden attached to it 
c. A stray painting of an aristrocrate’s house. 
d. A painting of lion-hunt 
e. A painting showing children at study in a school. 
14. Painting from Vijay Varqia Collection, Jaipur 18th and 19th Century 
a. Radha and Krishna swinging at Hindola  
b. Holi Festival  
c. A village school with pupils and a teacher.  
d. A Raja and Rani playing at dice.  
e. A fighting scene at the battle-filed.  
15. Other painting of the art Gallery Jaipur palce 18th Century. 
a. An elephant fight and horse racing No. 1392. 
b. Portrait of Madho Singh Exhibit No. 2202. 
c. Bharmal of Amber No. 2171. 
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d. A lady with huqqa Exhibit No. 1725 
e. A girl studying the Quran from a Qazi Exhibit No. 1213 
f. Ladies enjoying wine, Exhibit Eastern gallery. 
g. Ragini painting Exhibit No. 875. 
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